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Dear Ms. Reyes:
Thank you for your response to the Fiscal Year 2014-15 Grant Solicitation for the Car
Sharing and Mobility Options in Disadvantaged Communities Pilot Project (Project).
The California Air Resources Board (ARB) is pleased to inform you that the City of Los
Angeles was selected as a Grantee to implement the Project.
The City of Los Angeles (City) submitted an innovative and well-conceived proposal,
“L.A. Leading by Example: Partnering to Pilot EV Carsharing in Disadvantaged
Communities”. Your plan to educate the residents of some of the City’s most vulnerable
communities about car sharing and other transportation alternatives, and your support
for placing public vehicle charging, parking, and the introduction of a fleet of advanced
technology vehicles promises to be transformative in these neighborhoods. Access to
jobs, healthcare, education, and shopping will be enhanced, and air pollution will be
reduced. You have been awarded $1,669,343 to implement the Project.
The City’s and the Mayor’s experience within these communities, as well as the
collaborative relationships developed with a multitude of health and welfare community
organizations are tremendous assets to the Project. Further, your partnership with the
Shared Use Mobility Center and their expertise introducing car sharing services for
disadvantaged communities in Chicago and Buffalo ensures that the project has the
best prospects for success. The staff at ARB looks forward to working with you in the
years ahead.

The energy challenge facing California is real. Every Californian needs to take immediate action to reduce energy consumption.
For a list of simple ways you can reduce demand and cut your energy costs, see our website: http://www.arb.ca .gov.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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We will soon follow up with a Grant Agreement. No work can begin until the Grant is
fully executed. If you have additional questions or need further clarification, please
contact Mr. Tim Hartigan, Air Pollution Specialist, at (916) 324-0202 or by email at
tim.hartigan@arb.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

Lucina Negrete, Chief
Innovative Strategies Branch
cc:

Ms. Sharon Feigon
Executive Director
Shared-Use Mobility Center
18 S. Michigan, Floor 12
Chicago, Illinois 60603
Mr. Tim Hartigan
Air Pollution Specialist
Mobile Source Control Division
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Executive Summary
Our project seeks funding to roughly double the presence of carsharing within the City of Los
Angeles, and radically improve the availability of the service to low-income Angelenos by
adding 150 vehicles in disadvantaged communities. Most of these vehicles will be Battery
Electric Vehicles (BEV) or Plug-in Hybrids (PHEV), and will be operated by leading industry
operators who have offered to partner on this project. Within three years, this project will recruit
at least 7,000 new users who are expected to sell or avoid purchase of 1,000 private vehicles,
reducing an estimated 2,150 tons of C02 annually.
This project will bring carsharing services to within walking distance of hundreds of thousands
of Angelenos, while at the same time bringing new shared mobility operators into the region,
new jobs and private sector investment, and will bring significant public awareness of electric
vehicles.
Working with the Shared Use Mobility Center (SUMC), the national public-interest organization
organization focused on car, bike, and ridesharing solutions, has allowed us to design a project
that combines the best of what works - experienced car sharing operating partners - with more
experimental programs that will help to push boundaries of carshare and vanpool programs in a
way that may ultimately lead to a larger market for these services in disadvantaged communities.
This initiative aligns with the City’s newly released Sustainable City pLAn, and in particular, the
rollout of 1000 public EV charging stations citywide by 2017. With the Mayor’s leadership, one
in six of these stations will be reserved for carsharing. The project also fits with two other
regional priorities: LA County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (LA Metro)’s First-Last
Mile Strategic Plan to enhance connections to subway and light-rail facilities, and the City-led
Integrated Mobility Hubs project to bring a broad range of shared mobility options to low-tomoderate income neighborhoods.
Growth of these services through this pilot program will be focused on disadvantaged
communities within Central, South, and East LA that fall within the top 10% of the
CalEnviroScreen index. The core of the project (100 carshare cars, 50% BEV, 30% PHEV, and
20% Hybrid-Electric) will be operated by existing industry leaders in partnership with
community organizations in the neighborhoods selected (see letters of interest in Appendix H).
These vehicles will be located in:
• Westlake, Pico-Union, and neighborhoods north of the University of Southern California
(USC).
• Portions of Downtown, Hollywood, and Koreatown currently unserved by carsharing, but
which will also be served by the forthcoming Integrated Mobility Hubs project.
These high-density Central LA neighborhoods (Phase One of the project) are LA’s
disadvantaged communities in which carsharing is most likely to succeed without the need for
ongoing subsidy. With a relatively minor investment, the program will then be sustained by the
private operator. The design, deployment, outreach, and marketing of this pilot will be led by a
steering committee of eight community-based organizations to ensure that the program is
adapted to best serve their neighborhoods. These outreach efforts will be further assisted by
SUMC and two convening non-profit organizations, the Natural Resources Defense Council and
Enterprise Community Partners.
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Beyond these most viable neighborhoods, East and South LA communities will be served by
further adaptation of programs through a public-private-nonprofit partnership to meet community
needs as identified by the steering committee. This Phase Two will deploy an additional 50
vehicles combining carshare and vanpooling/rideshare concepts, while serving established social
services programs run by steering committee members such as East LA Community Corp. and
PATH Ventures.
The funds for these vehicles as well as additional marketing and outreach will is expected to be
funded by up to $1 Million from NRG Energy Inc. originating from a settlement with the
California Public Utilities Commission. These vehicles will serve Boyle Heights and South Los
Angeles (such as portions of West Adams, Jefferson Park, and Mid-City), and will likely be used
for work commute as well as other types of trips such as doctor appointment, grocery shopping,
and other routine trips. These more experimental models may include:
• Electrification of vans used by non-profit housing providers and social service agencies, with
supplemental utilization of these vans by community members for carshare and/or vanpool.
• Use of carshare vehicles for “reverse commute” to service-sector and warehousing job sites
and/or in ride-sourcing programs (i.e lyft) that have been adapted to meet community needs.
Extensive data collection will be conducted for the entire project, Phase One and Phase Two, and
the timeline proposes an aggressive schedule for both ramping this project up and reporting back.
There will be robust feedback and evaluation undertaken in partnership with the steering
committee, so that the project can be adjusted as needed and so that a successful program can be
scaled up and effectively serve disadvantaged communities following the pilot phase.
SUMC’s role in this project will be central and critical. Already, as demonstrated in the proposal,
the non-profit organization has brought together an unprecedented array of stakeholders, from
public agencies to private shared mobility companies and community based organizations. The
interest in this project from companies such as Bollore and Zipcar, is a strong signal of the
viability of the proposed approach. SUMC staff have unparalleled experience operating
carsharing in disadvantaged communities, having led operations in Chicago, Illinois and Buffalo,
New York, and SUMC is currently managing a public-private partnership with the City of
Chicago and a private operator to bring peer-to-peer carsharing to a broad range of
neighborhoods.
This Air Resources Board solicitation has truly opened a new window for the shared mobility
industry in terms of striving to achieve equity and environmental goals through social
entrepreneurship and careful public investment. The project as detailed on the following pages
may serve as an strong early model for achieving this balance of outcomes through Cap-andTrade.
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Attachment One: Applicant Qualifications
The Context for Shared Mobility in the City of Los Angeles
The unmatched opportunity to expand shared mobility services in the City of Los Angeles makes
the City uniquely qualified to administer the Car Sharing Pilot Project (Project). The shared
mobility industry, which includes carsharing, bikesharing, ridesourcing and public transit, among
others, is growing quickly, and cities are rapidly expanding services to reduce dependence on the
automobile, ease congestion, and reach populations historically underserved by transit. Since the
early 1990s, carsharing programs have served as the backbone of shared mobility industry, and
carsharing participants have taken cars off of roads, reduced vehicle miles travelled (VMT), and,
as a result, decreased greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and pollutants.
Cities have recognized the benefits of carsharing and encouraged the expansion of non-profit and
for-profit models across the U.S. San Francisco, for example, currently boasts over 3,000
carshare cars. By comparison, Los Angeles is currently home to just 180 carsharing vehicles, and
the region has seen relatively slow growth in carsharing over the last decade. While the City has
high residential density and good bus service in much of Central, South, and East LA, these
neighborhoods historically have not been home to the young urban professionals who
traditionally signal a strong market for private sector carshare operators. Likewise, the region has
a successful Vanpool program run through LA Metro, with over 1,500 vehicles in operation, but
the service is primarily used by “white-collar” professionals.
Recent public sector investments have brought new energy to the region, and shared mobility is
poised for radical and broad-based change in Los Angeles. The following are just some of
current and future projects that will transform shared mobility in the City of LA:
•

Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro), is launching a regional
bikeshare system in 2016 that will contend with the Bay Area for the largest network on the
West Coast;

•

Both the City and Metro are opening up public parking to carshare in 2015. On-street spaces
available will grow from 40 to at least 240 within the City, and Metro has begun a permitting
process across their park-and-ride locations;

•

Mayor Eric Garcetti recently announced the goal of installing 1,000 electric-vehicle (EV)
charging stations in the City of LA by 2017;

•

Metro has five rail lines under construction, which will connect Santa Monica, LAX airport,
and Pasadena to the downtown grid and Central LA neighborhoods. This expanded
subway/rail presence is an important predictor of success for carshare and bikeshare
networks; and

•

Central LA is becoming home to a broad mix of residents and land uses, and growth in the
area is driven in particular by the influx of young professionals. While this puts pressure on
housing affordability, it also strengthens the viability of shared use networks in
5
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disadvantaged communities. This change is perhaps most apparent in the explosive growth of
ridesourcing services like Lyft and Uber.
Beyond these physical changes, Los Angeles’ public sector leaders are making significant
commitments to shared mobility, including:
•

The City’s recently released Sustainable City Plan makes bold commitments to sustainability
through shifts to electric vehicles (EYs) and alternatives to single-occupant vehicles;

•

The $8.25 Integrated Mobility Hub project (see Appendix B). launching in 2016, is the
largest single public investment to date in the U.S. in shared-use mobility. The high-profile
project, led by the Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT), is explicitly
focused on transportation solutions for low-income residents and will closely interface with
this Project;

•

LA Metro is the first major transit agency in the U.S. to own and fund a bikeshare system. As
part of the agency’s evolution, Metro will be creating a Shared Mobility department national first - to support car, bike, and rideshare programs; and

•

During a conference entitled “Live.Ride.Share: SoCal’s Emerging Marketplace” in Los
Angeles in February 2015, a broad range of regional leaders expressed support for a goal of
taking 100,000 cars off the road in LA by 2020 through investments in shared mobility
networks (such as adding 20,000 carshare cars and 20,000 bikeshare bikes) in combination
with Metro’s current rail system expansion. More information about this event is available in
the “Subcontractor” section of this Attachment.

In addition, the City of Los Angeles is accelerating its commitment to become the number one
city per capita for EVs and EV charging infrastructure. Meeting this goal will require
demonstrated leadership via pilot projects that will test innovative and renewable technologies
using existing infrastructure, such as solar-powered street light poles capable of providing power
for curbside EV charging. Between in-ground and street light chargers, the City’s commitment to
EVSE for this project totals an estimated $700,000.
Other policy changes and community-led initiatives can ensure that the City reaches its EV
carsharing goals. As part of the proposal for this Project, the City has and will implement the
following:
•

Provide on-street space/parking and leverage resources to attract shared mobility operators to
invest in carsharing opportunities in disadvantaged communities;

•

Identify ways to extend EV charging infrastructure at or near multi-family housing units and
workplaces. This strategy will increase the availability of charging stations and will dovetail
with this Project, improving opportunities for EV carsharing; and

•

At the invitation of the Mayor, the City has assembled a diverse network of Community
Based Organizations committed to the Project, and has secured the leading national non
profit organization in shared mobility to administer the Project as subcontractor.
6
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Subcontractor Information
The City of Los Angeles, in working with the Shared-Use Mobility Center (SUMC) as the
primary subcontractor on this Project, has access to unparalleled industry-leading experience.
SUMC is a public-interest partnership working to foster collaboration in shared mobility and
help connect the growing industry with transit agencies, cities, and communities across the
nation. Sharon Feigon, Executive Director of SUMC, and Creighton Randall, Program Director
of SUMC, have extensive experience in all aspects of shared mobility and will be the
subcontractor leads on this Project (For more information, see the “Project Staff and
Administration” section of this Attachment).
Through piloting programs, conducting new research and providing advice and expertise to cities
and regions, SUMC is a national expert on carsharing, and SUMC staff have over 25 years
combined experience launching and operating four carsharing programs across the U.S. These
programs are listed below.

1. IGO Carsharing in Chicago, IL
IGO CarSharing was established as a non-profit in 2002 to test out carsharing in the Chicago
market. IGO was first in the market and grew from a small pilot to over 16,000 members serving
45 neighborhoods. IGO was sold to Enterprise Holdings in May 2013 and re-branded as
Enterprise CarShare. A portion of the proceeds from this sale to Enterprise seeded the launch of
SUMC. Sharon Feigon, a founder of IGO, served as the CEO of IGO from 2003-2013 and is now
the Executive Director of SUMC. A few of IGO’s notable accomplishments include:
• Growing carsharing in diverse neighborhoods, from very low income to high income,
throughout Chicago and its surrounding suburbs. The program served ethnically and
culturally diverse communities with an annual operating budget of $5 million.
• IGO was a leader in innovative marketing, developing targeted multi-lingual campaigns to
reach all communities in Chicago and establish a friendly and inclusive brand.
• IGO established the first combined fare media in North America, creating one card that
provided access to IGO vehicles and the Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) trains and buses.
Similar to Los Angeles’ transit system, CTA’s fare media was operated by Cubic. CTA and
IGO developed software to connect customer service between carsharing and transit.
• IGO also established the first EV carsharing powered by solar canopies project in the U.S..
Charging stations were located in Chicago, Evanston, and Oak Park, Illinois. Under Sharon’s
leadership, IGO oversaw the construction of the canopies and charging stations. IGO
developed a training program for the electric vehicle users and developed new software to
manage use of EVs in carsharing.
• IGO administered federal contracts and worked closely with City, State, and Federal
government agencies to grow its many innovative programs.
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2. Buffalo CarShare in Buffalo, NY
Launched in 2009, Buffalo CarShare is a non-profit carsharing organization that, while
technologically similar to larger for-profit entities, primarily serves low to moderate-income
families in the city of Buffalo, NY. Approximately 50% of members of the program come from
households earning $25,000 or less. Over 60% are regular transit users, primarily using carshare
for non-commute trips such as to the grocery store, medical appointments, or job interviews.
Creighton Randall, the Principal Consultant for this Project, was the Executive Director at
Buffalo CarShare from its founding in 2009 through 2014. Under Creighton’s leadership,
Buffalo CarShare accomplished the following:
• Integrated EVs into the fleet beginning in 2013. Four of the 20 vehicles in the fleet were full
BEV (Ford Focus Electrics). The inclusion of these vehicles was part of a New York State
research grant to study the impacts of EVs on carshare fleets.
• Secured a Jobs Access Reverse Commute (JARC) grant to co-manage efforts to market and
publicize Active Transportation and Demand Management (ATDM) tools available to
neighborhoods surrounding the Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus, a local employment
center. ATDM tools included carsharing, bikesharing, ridesharing, and transit service.

3. Capital Carshare in Albany, NY
Capital Carshare is a small-city carsharing network in Albany, NY established in 2014. In
partnership with the City of Albany and MPO officials, Creighton Randall led Capital Carshare’s
planning and launch efforts. With just under 100,000 residents, Albany is prototypical of many
smaller U.S. cities that can benefit from, but often fail to attract, carsharing and shared mobility
networks. Although Albany is significant smaller than LA in population and geographic area, the
launch of Capital Carshare is relevant to this Project in the following ways:
• The program provides an example of how communities can partner with outside operators to
deliver meet both social and environmental goals for relatively low startup costs.
• The success of the program displays the importance of involving the local transit agency to
support program launch and growth through joint marketing and advertising initiatives.

4. Peer-to-Peer Carsharing Pilot Project in Chicago, IL
SUMC is currently implementing a peer-to-peer (P2P) carsharing demonstration project in the
Chicago metropolitan area over two years. P2P carsharing is a process by which car owners rent
their personal vehicles to other drivers. Through P2P carsharing, owners and renters make use of
idle vehicles, helping to keep additional vehicles off of the road. Although P2P carsharing
organizations already operate in Chicago, the goal of this pilot project is to test new strategies of
P2P carsharing to help the industry grow to scale, to reach communities that have not yet
benefitted from carsharing, and to expand the range of sustainable transportation options to other
cities.
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Specifically, SUMC will pilot P2P carsharing in three distinct networks: 1) a lowdensity/suburban neighborhood; 2) a low-income neighborhood; and 3) a closed, private
network, such as an apartment building.
The project is supported by a Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) grant administered
through the Chicago Department of Transportation (CDOT). SUMC will employ 75 vehicles in
the first year of the program, which will launch in June 2015, and 275 by the second year.
The project will provide important feedback for the industry to grow this emerging newer
version of carsharing. Ultimately, the goal is to test the three models of P2P carsharing to
determine successful strategies to grow P2P to scale rapidly. SUMC’s experience in low-income
neighborhoods will help to inform the activities of the EV carsharing pilot in disadvantaged
communities in LA.
In addition, the SUMC team bring experience relevant to other aspects of this Project:
• The Impact of Shared Mobility on Public Transportation: SUMC is currently evaluating the
impact of new technology-enabled mobility services on public transportation as part of a
Transportation Research Board (TRB) Transportation Cooperative Research Program
(TCRP) grant. SUMC will interview public transit agencies and shared mobility providers;
perform market and trip analysis; conduct a survey of shared mobility users; and develop
business models that transit agencies can use to improve transit service quality through
leveraging customer-facing technology. This project is currently underway, and a final report
will be released in September 2015.
•

Envisioning the Future of Urban Mobility - A Toolkit for Cities: With funding from the
Urban Sustainability Directors Network (USDN), SUMC will conduct a scan of 26 cities to
assess the range of shared mobility services and policies across the U.S. From its findings,
SUMC will create a toolkit to help cities understand the impacts of shared mobility on
greenhouse gases (GHG) emissions and transit service ridership. The toolkit will also provide
strategies to maximize the beneficial impacts of these services, and it will feature a policy
database, gap analysis, and calculator tool. This project is currently underway, and a final
report will be released in December 2015.

•

Live.Ride.Share: SoCal’s Emerging Marketplace Conference: SUMC brought together
nearly 300 public sector officials and shared mobility providers to discuss the opportunity to
expand shared mobility services in the Los Angeles region during a one-day conference in
LA on February 23, 2015. SUMC hosted the conference in partnership with MoveLA, the
National Resources Defense Council (NRDC), TransitCenter, pointC, Fixing Angelenos
Stuck in Traffic (FAST), the Urban Land Institute (ULI) Los Angeles, the Southern
California Association of Governments (SCAG), and the University of California at Berkeley
Transportation Sustainability Research Center (TSRC). As a result of the conference, several
high-profile transportation leaders in the Los Angeles region committed to reducing the
9
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number of cars on LA’s roads by 100,000. SUMC will facilitate a series of follow-up
meetings to develop a plan to reach that goal.

Match Funding and Project Partners
The City of Los Angeles Mayor’s Office of Sustainability, the lead agency on this Project, will
coordinate match funding and support from several City agencies, including:
1. Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) Planning
The forthcoming $8.25 Million Integrated Mobility Hub Project is focused on seeding,
coordinating, and promoting shared mobility programs at transit-accessible sites in Hollywood
and Downtown. This project, kicking off in mid-2016, will focus on neighborhoods which are
immediately adjacent to those targeted by this proposal. Although the Integrated Mobility Hub
Project cannot directly invest in carsharing, LADOT will contribute matching funds around
outreach and marketing to this Project, as well as partial staff time for two individuals for a total
in-kind match of $218,250.
2. LADOT Parking
The agency is currently working with the Transportation Committee in City Council to design an
on-street parking policy for carsharing agencies. In coordination with this project, the policy will
allow for pilot programs, such as this Project, to provide a successful, replicable framework for
provision of carsharing services in disadvantaged communities. LADOT Parking will commit
one part-time staff member over the course of the project, as a liaison to this Project for a total
in-kind match of $100,620.
3. Department of Water and Power (DWP)
This Project aligns with a soon-to-be announced goal of installing 1,000 charging stations and
associated infrastructure within the City of LA by the end of 2017. Of this 1,000-station goal, at
least 80 stations will be delivered in the locations specified for this Project by DWP, beginning
in May 2015. At an average expense of $5,000 each, this commitment will total at least
$400,000.
4. Department of Public Works: Bureau of Street Lighting
In partnership with DWP, the Bureau of Street Lighting will place an additional 30 charging
stations at street lighting locations in coordination with this Project. These charging stations will
tap into existing above-ground power lines. At an estimated $10,000 each, this matching
commitment will total $300,000.
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5. Housing and Community Investment Department (HCID)
This agency will coordinate with the Mayor’s Office of Sustainability and Community-Based
Organizations (CBOs) to promote membership in the carsharing program in conjunction with
other City programs, including:
• FamilySource Centers, one-stop resource centers providing a range of social services to lowincome families throughout Los Angeles;
• WorkSource Centers, run by the City’s Economic and Workforce Development Department,
providing job search, interview, and training opportunities; and
• In particular, the Macarthur Park Metro Apartments, an affordable housing complex built
above a Metro station, which now pilots a number of transit-related initiatives.

Other Project Partners and Commitments
In addition to providing public-sector match funding, the City of LA will work with the
following Project partners:
1. NRG Energy, Inc.
Pending approval from the California Public Utility Commission, NRG will contribute $1
Million in partnership with the Project in advancement of the company’s settlement with the
State of California. These funds will support the aspect of this Project associated with
community-led programs, supported through partnerships with non-profit organizations and
focused on Boyle Heights and parts of South LA (for more information, see Attachment Three:
Project Administration Plan). Funding will support the installation of 50 EV charging sites and
startup and marketing costs for up to a 50 vehicle-fleet serving these neighborhoods.

Community-Based Partners
Also playing a leadership role in this initiative will be a Steering Committee of eight communitybased and environmental justice organizations. These well-known organizations represent the
neighborhoods of Central, South, and East LA, and the majority are focused on affordable
housing and access to jobs for low-to-moderate income residents living in these neighborhoods.
Several of the organizations also focus on environmental equity issues at the local and/or state
levels.
All Steering Committee members will advise the entirety of this project, and in particular the
issues of accessibility, marketing/outreach, and impacts of the program. Some of the
organizations, designated with an asterisk (*) below, have expressed interest in conducting or
assisting with outreach efforts.
The Steering Committee will consist of the following LA-based organizations, all of whom have
committed support and time to this project (see Appendix H for the Letters of Support):
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Coalition for Clean Air
Communities for a Better Environment*
East LA Community Corporation*
LA Mas*
Korean Immigrant Workers Alliance (KIWA)*
Move LA*
PATH Ventures
T.R.U.S.T. South LA*

r

The Steering Committee will be convened by the Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) in
coordination with Enterprise Community Partners, two national non-profit organizations with a
local interest in these issues. With technical assistance provided from SUMC, this Steering
Committee will assist the City and operating partners in assessing the following:
•

Selecting and locating vehicles and parking;

•

Adapting pricing, payment, and fines to attract new members in the selected neighborhoods;

•

Providing customer service to a multi-lingual audience and to “tech-light” households;

•

Communicating branding, advertising, and wayfinding appropriately; and

•

Mitigating risk while at the same time establishing trust in close-knit communities.

Organizations assisting the outreach aspects of the Project will also provide training and support.
One or more of the organizations will staff a “street team” with funding from this Project to
promote carsharing in the neighborhoods identified as Project pilot sites.
In addition, both the East LA Community Corporation and PATH Ventures intend to replace and
expand their van fleets with EV vehicles as part of this Project. These vehicles will serve to pilot
an integrated mobility/vanpool concept and form the starting fleet of the community-led
mobility/vanpool program, which will comprise a second phase of the Project (for more
information, see Attachment Three: Project Administration).

Potential Operating Partners
If awarded funds for this Project, the Mayor’s Office of Sustainability will issue an RFQ to
qualified vendors to support this proposal. To date, the City, SUMC, and community-based
organizations have solicited input from twelve shared-use mobility companies that either operate
or are seeking to operate in the State of California. This input has assisted in the proposal design,
leading to a funding structure that balances the need to quickly achieve network scale in
disadvantaged communities with a process that creates incentives for operators to add BEVs and
PHEVs to their fleets.
We anticipate that multiple qualified operators will serve this Project, although likely no more
than three operating partners will be chosen. By encouraging multiple operators to participate,
this Project will boost the private and non-profit market for carsharing in Los Angeles, a city that
currently has only one operating carshare company.
12
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Of the twelve companies contacted, eight, indicated with asterisks (*) below, provided written
responses to general questions regarding this project (see Appendix C for the Company
Responses).
•

Four of these eight - Alliance Auto Group, Bollore Solutions, Scoot Networks, and Zipcar expressed interest in launching or expanding service in the region. Two - Zipcar and Bollore
- provided additional details helpful to constructing a budget around startup assistance that
would be required to grow their services in disadvantaged communities (for more
information, see Attachment Two: Budget). Zipcar and Bollore were also interested in
working with the community organizations on growing carsharing in the pilot areas.

•

Three companies -Enterprise Carshare/Rideshare, vRide, and Lyft - all of whom have major
operations in Los Angeles, expressed interest in potential combined carshare/vanpooling
aspects of the Project but had concerns about the model’s viability. All three of these
companies are interested in further pursuing conversations with the City, SUMC, and the
Steering Committee regarding these business models.

Operators contacted were:
1. Alliance Auto Group*
2. Blue Solutions (Bollore)
3. car2go (Daimler)*
4. City CarShare
5. DriveNow (BMW)*
6. Enterprise Holdings
7. Getaround
8. Green Commuter*
9. Lyft
10. Scoot Networks*
11. vRide
12. Zipcar (Avis)*
In establishing a framework for the support of operators’ startup costs, it was important to better
understand the strategy these companies hoped to pursue in expanding service to Los Angeles’
disadvantaged communities. Following the questionnaire process outlined in Appendix C. the
City and SUMC determined two possible methods for providing program startup assistance,
based on the operators’ preferences. Companies consistently suggested similar obstacles to
expansion of EV carsharing in disadvantaged communities:
1. Lack of highly visible on-street parking spaces to jumpstart growth into new
neighborhoods;
2. A need to offset the upfront costs of adding new service, and;
3. Lack of public EV infrastructure to support the addition of BEV or PHEV carshare
vehicles.
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These barriers were high enough to dissuade several operators from considering this pilot
program opportunity. However, two operators offered very different yet equally viable strategies
for achieving the desired outcomes of the solicitation. These strategies are described below.
Method One: Upfront Infrastructure Investment (i.e. BlueCar)
BlueCar, a program of French multinational Bollore Group, has run the AutoLib program in
Paris since 2011. With 2,500 all-BEV cars in their fleet, accompanied by 5,000 public charging
units, the service provides a critical piece of the public EV infrastructure in Paris. The program
requires significant investment in carshare “hubs,” or on-street kiosks and parking spaces that
allow for up to five EVs to be parked in one location. These stations are available to the general
public in addition to members of the carshare service.
The primary impediment to launching the BlueCar service is the upfront cost of this charging
infrastructure and the associated kiosks from which users access the fleet at each “hub.” Bollore
is not concerned with covering initial operating costs in disadvantaged communities, but the
organization does request support for defraying these initial station costs.
Method Two: Revenue Guarantee (i.e Zipcar)
Zipcar, which has been operating in the region for over a decade, has been slowly growing the
presence of the service in Central LA (in parts of Downtown LA and Koreatown), near
Hollywood, and at the University of Southern California. Company executives suggested that
growth in nearby disadvantaged communities could become self-sufficient relatively quickly
after an initial investment that could defer the losses incurred by each vehicle in the form a
revenue guarantee while the program is building visibility and membership.
While Zipcar estimated the need for these guarantees to be less than one year on average, they
estimated far lower cost recovery on BEVs and PHEVs, and thus would need to launch with a
mix of EV and internal combustion engine (ICE) vehicles in order to achieve a self-sufficient
fleet in disadvantaged communities.
Based on these operator responses and the goals City of LA and of this pilot project, the RFQ
will be designed to maximize the GHG impacts of the fleet while ensuring project success. It is
anticipated some operators will elect to provide all BEVs while others will choose a mixed fleet.
The result of this balance will be a target for the 100-vehicle fleet of 50 BEVs, 30 PHEVs, and
20 Hybrid-electrics.

Project Staff and Administration
The Project will be managed and staffed by the City of Los Angeles Mayor’s Office of
Sustainability and LADOT. The Project subcontractor, SUMC, will oversee Project operations
and provide technical assistance to the City and involved community organizations. The eight
community organizations that will form the Steering Committee will oversee the marketing and
14
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outreach efforts. NRDC work with SUMC staff to assist this oversight of the Street Team
Manager, will be hired to direct project outreach in disadvantaged communities.
The following section provides brief biographies and a staffing plan. Project Staff resumes are
available in Appendix A.
• City of Los Angeles Mayor’s Office of Sustainability Staff
o Matt Petersen: Matt Petersen in LA’s first Chief Sustainability Officer. Before
joining the Mayor’s office, Matt served as President and CEO of Global Green USA
for 19 years. Passionate about improving the lives of those in need, combatting
climate change and greening communities, Petersen focused the organization on
greening affordable housing, schools and cities (including LA). Petersen led the
organization in the green rebuilding of New Orleans after Hurricane Katrina, and later
to communities devastated by Hurricane Sandy. Matt is a board member of Global
Green USA and Habitat for Humanity of Greater Los Angeles, as well as is a member
of the Council on Foreign Relations and an advisor to the Clinton Global Initiative.
■ Role: As the City’s Chief Sustainability Officer, Matt will serve as the adviser
to the Project, providing general Project guidance and ensuring outcomes are
tied to the Sustainable City pLAn. He will confer with City Council
members, department general managers and bureau directors and other key
Project partners on major Project milestones.
■ Hours: One hour per week (in-kind; please note that these hours are not
reflected in the Project budget).
o Ted Bardacke: Ted Bardacke is the Deputy Director of Sustainability; an Adjunct
Professor of Urban Environmental Design and Planning at UCLA; and Visiting
Fellow at Mexico City’s Centro de Transporte Sustentable, an affiliate of the World
Resources Institute. Ted has been deeply involved in both the drafting and
implementation of sustainability reference tools and standards, including LEED rating
systems for Neighborhood Development and Homes, the Collaborative for High
Performance Schools, the Green Communities Initiative for affordable housing, and
Transit Oriented Development standards in use throughout Latin America. He drives
a 2014 Chevy Spark EV.
■ Role: As the Deputy Chief Sustainability Officer, Ted Bardacke will act in
Matt’s absence in providing general Project guidance. In addition, Ted will
assist the EV Project team in data validation for targeted reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions.
■ Hours: One to two hours per week (in kind; please note that these hours are
not included in the Project budget).
o Susana Reves: Susana’s leadership capacities at the City of Los Angeles included a
pioneering role as Administrator of the City Facilities Recycling Program (CFRP) in
the 1990’s earning recognition for exceeding waste diversion goals, implementing
recycling policies, and educating City employees about conservation programs. As
the Senior Analyst in the Mayor’s Office of Sustainability, Susana serves as a subject
15
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expert on sustainable procurement, alternative transportation vehicles, green business
certification, as well as a proponent for educating youth about climate change, Susana
is part of a vibrant team developing the first-ever SCP for the city. Susana also co
leads the pLAn’s outreach efforts throughout the City. Susana drives a 2014 Toyota
Prius Hybrid Plug-In.
• Role: Susana will serve as the Project Director and will be responsible for the
progress of the Project, partnerships, and deliverables. Susana will interface
with other City departments as the Mayor’s primary representative on this
Project, will attend and provide guidance to the Steering Committee, and will
provide day-to-day direction to subcontractors on the Project. Susana will also
work with CARB to coordinate invoicing.
■ Hours: 10 hours per week (in kind; please note that these hours are included in
the Project budget as an in-kind match).
In addition, the Mayor’s Office of Sustainability will recruit an intern (unpaid), annually as
needed, to provide coordinating support to Susana Reyes.
•

LADOT Staff
o Jay Kim: Jay Kim is a Principal Transportation Engineer with the Los Angeles
Department of Transportation (LADOT). He has over 25 years of transportation
planning and engineering experience from both private and public sectors. Jay is
currently the Chief of the Development Services Division and Chair of the LADOT
Complete Streets Committee along with active past participation in the Integrated Jay
runs the City’s Integrated Mobility Hub project, and is a registered Professional
Traffic Engineer in California and a member of the Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE). He holds an Engineering degree from UCLA.
■ Role: Jay will coordinate with SUMC and the Project Steering Committee to
align promotional efforts between this Project and the Integrated Mobility
Hub project, launching in 2016. Jay has pledged in-kind support for this
project through the marketing aspects of the Mobility Hub budget. In addition,
Jay will act as an advisor to the project, attending meetings where appropriate.
■ Hours: 2 per week (in-kind; please note that these hours are included in the
Project budget as an in-kind match).
o LADOT In-House Staff: In addition, the LA Transportation General Manager will
use in-house staff who will identify, evaluate, and price both on- and off-street public
parking locations that may serve to advance this Project and the Mayor’s
Sustainability Goals. This individual will also explore long-term policy options to
support growth of carsharing in Disadvantaged Communities.
■ Role: Identify public parking locations and explore long-term policy options.
■ Hours: 10 to 20 per week (in-kind; please note that these hours are included in
the Project budget as an in-kind match).
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•

SUMC Staff ('Principal Subcontractor)
o Sharon Feigon: Prior to launching SUMC in 2014, Sharon was CEO of IGO
Carsharing, a non-profit organization serving the Chicago region, from 2004 until its
sale to Enterprise in 2013. Under Sharon’s leadership, IGO grew from a startup to a
$5M company with 15,000 members. Sharon led expansion into underserved
communities and developed solar charging stations that helped introduce EVs to
Chicago. Prior to IGO, Sharon was Director of R&D at the Center for Neighborhood
Technology and guided a national three-year project for the Transportation Research
Board that developed an emissions calculator and model policies for public
transportation. Before CNT, Sharon led local policy campaigns around affordable
housing issues in Seattle.
• Role: Sharon will serve as Senior Consultant to this Project, providing regular
Project guidance, directing SUMC staff, and corresponding with industry
partners on this Project to raise the profile of the Los Angeles’ efforts in
shared-use mobility.
■ Hours: Two hours per week
o Creighton Randall: Creighton leads SUMC’s work with cities to develop pilot
programs, funding and policy environments that enable shared-use mobility to work
better for everyone. As former Executive Director of Buffalo CarShare, Creighton
helped grow the program from an idea into a successful non-profit organization
providing car and bike sharing services to a broad range of members. Buffalo’s
program is known for leading the industry in serving a diverse population, and was
the first in North America to launch and maintain a “smart bike” bikeshare network.
Before joining SUMC, Creighton also assisted the startup of Capital CarShare in
Albany, NY which launched in 2014.
■ Role: Creighton will serve as Principal Consultant to this Project, executing
on SUMC’s responsibilities to the City of LA and Steering Committee.
Creighton will work closely with Susana, Steering Committee representatives,
and local/regional managers of carsharing companies involved in this Project.
Creighton will provide technical assistance where appropriate and will be
contribute to all reports delivered to CARB.
■ Hours: 10 hours per week
o Sarah Nemecek: Sarah Nemecek is the project manager of the Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
Carsharing Pilot Project, an initiative of SUMC to pilot P2P carsharing in three
Chicago neighborhoods over two years. Prior to joining SUMC, Sarah was the Project
Manager of the State of Illinois Interoperability and Integration Project, a $1,125
million grant-funded effort to establish a governance model across seven health and
human services agencies in Illinois. Sarah has an MSc in Regional and Urban
Planning Studies from the London School of Economics and a BA in History and
Philosophy from Pepperdine University.
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■

Role: Sarah will serve as Project Consultant, assisting with project
management and contract negotiation, and will contribute to reporting for
CARB.
■ Hours: Three hours per week
o Albert Benedict: Albert Benedict is the Research Manager at Shared Use Mobility
Center where he is responsible for managing several national scale projects to
evaluate the opportunities and related economic and environmental benefits for an
integrated transportation system that takes advantage of shared use mobility. While
not limited to, these opportunities are often centered on transit first/last mile
connections, integration of services at mobility hubs, low-income communities and
access to jobs. Prior to starting at SUMC, Albert worked at the Center for
Neighborhood Technology for 10 years as a Senior Planner & GIS Analyst. Albert
has an MA in Geography, University of Akron and a B.A. in Psychology and
Environmental Policy, University of Wisconsin.
■ Role: Albert will serve as Project Consultant, assisting with research tasks,
including survey design and analysis, market research, and
performance/emissions reporting for CARB.
■ Hours: Six hours per week
o Project Associate, TBD
■ Role: In conjunction with Phase Two of this Project, SUMC will hire a local
Project Associate. This position will be funded primarily through the
anticipated support from NRG. The individual will serve as the primary
liaison between SUMC and CBOs as work with these organizations grows.
■ Hours: 13 hours per week
•

Community-Based Organization Staff
o Natural Resources Defense Council - Fernando Cazares: Fernando is the
Regional Coordinator for Urban Solutions in Los Angeles. In this capacity, he
coordinates cross programmatic resources to address climate change and equity
issues in the LA region in the areas of transportation and public transit, energy
efficiency and renewables, environmental justice, and water. Prior to joining
NRDC, Fernando conducted Latino outreach and engagement for the ObamaBiden campaign. He has a background in local government and affordable
housing having worked for the City of San Jose’s Department of Housing and
Parks, Recreation and Neighborhood Services. He has a Masters in Urban and
Regional Planning from Princeton University.
■ Role: Fernando will play a convening role for the Steering Committee,
ensuring an engaged and growing role for CBOs as this Project progresses.
Fernando will also manage a part-time research assistant for this Project.
■ Hours: Six hours per week (in kind; please note that these hours are not
included in the Project budget).
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•

Research Assistant (TBD): This individual will assist the steering committee in
engaging with City Departments on this project, including DWP, DOT, and the
Housing Department. Engagement with these agencies will be critical as decisions
around program rollout begin to be made at the neighborhood level.
■ Hours: Seven hours per week

Steering Committee Members: Individual steering committee members for each of the
non-profit organizations participating will be confirmed at the first meeting, although
membership may grow. Organizations are each expected to commit 5 hours per month to
this project, and $24,000 each year (in total) has been budgeted to help these
organizations defray costs to participate.
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ATTACHMENT 2: BUDGET

j

i
Totals

Soures
External Funding
Grant Funding from CARB - Phase One

CARB

City of LA

NRG" Operator)*)

1,669,343

Matching Funds (EVSE) - Phase One

700,000
5,310,000

NRG - EVSE and Startup Funding - Phase Two

986.440
1,689,343

In-Kind

1,669,343

Operator's Capital Investment (Fleet) - Phase One
: Total External Funding

Cash

700,000

0

5,310,000

AI
1,669,343

700.000

700.000

5,310,000

5,310,000

736,440

250.000

986,440

1.669,343

6,010,000

7,679,343

Expenses - Phase Ons
Staff - Street Team Manager

114.583

114,583

114,583

Staff - Street Team (3 FT Staff)

205200

205,200

205,200

Staff - in-Kind Commitments (LA Mayor's Office)
j Staff - In-Kind - LADOT (3 PT Commitments)
Parking - On-street Subsidies

126,000

126,000

192,870

192,870

126,000
192.870

252,600

252.000

252,600

! Parking - Conversion of Spaces for Carsharing

106,000

106.000

106,000

Outreach - CBO Steering Committee Support

72,000

72,000

Outreach - Carshare Kiosks at Mobility Hubs

66,667

72,000
66,667

60,667

Outreach - Transit Advertising and Promotion;;

100,000

100,000

100,000

Technical Assistance - SUMC (Project Mgmt)

203,460

203.460

203.460

Technical Assistance - NRDC (CBO Coord)
Operations - Program Starhip Assistance

15,500
600,000

Total Phase One Expenses

4,110,750
1,669,343

600,000

600,000

Operations - Program Operating Gosts*________
385,537

0

4,110,750

1,653,643

4,110,750

4,110,750

4,496287

6,150,130

I
Expenses - Phase Two"
I Staff - Street Team (3 FT Staff)
Outreach - Transit Advertising and Promotions

j Technical Assistance - SUMC (Project Mgmt)

125.400

125,400

125,400

50,000

60,000

50,000

73,540

73,540

73,540

Technical Assistance - NRDC (CBO Coord)
475,000

475,000

0

0

723,940

0

723,940

723,940

1,669,343

1,065437

-262,500

9,420,750

1,641,343

i Operations - Program Startup Assistance
Total Phase Two Expansea

Total Commitment! - Phase* One and Two

475,000

10256267

11297,630

j
i * These costs indutfe vehicle insurance, depredation, mamtenance/repair, and ail staff cosis (caff center, fleet management administration)

“ NRG Funding e not yet confirmed, but under application to California Public iMifies Commission (CPUC)

l
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Attachment Three: Project Administration Plan
Project Goals and Objectives
The Project will take a two-phased approach, described below.
Phase One: The goal of Phase One will be to incentivize private operators to invest in
disadvantaged communities in Central Los Angeles that have a strong fundamental market for
shared mobility (i.e., communities that have high density, low rates of auto-ownership, and good
access to transit), but which have a legacy of disinvestment. These communities in and around
Downtown LA, Westlake, and Koreatown will support a 100-vehicle pilot fleet, launched with a
combination of startup assistance for operators, provision of on-street parking and EV charging
infrastructure, and marketing and outreach support in conjunction with the Steering Committee.
Phase One Objectives:
• Quickly scale a 100-vehicle pilot carshare fleet (which is 80% EV) in partnership with
existing carshare operator(s) to serve disadvantaged communities in Central LA;
• Install at least 110 Level 2 charging units at on- and off-street public parking locations where
EV carshare vehicles will be parked; and
• Recruit 7,250 users from the base of residents in these disadvantaged communities to these
carshare programs, in partnership with CBOs and operator(s).
Phase Two: The goal of Phase Two will be to support CBOs in exploring shared mobility
business models that include a combination of carsharing and vanpooling programs in Boyle
Heights and South Los Angeles. The project will support CBO-led business models that extend
beyond the capabilities of traditional and one-way carshare companies to address the specific
job related needs of low income communities. One aspect of this project could include
leveraging the existing assets (e.g. seven and 10-passenger vans owned by community
development agencies) to provide vanpools tailored to community needs.
This phase is contingent upon, and may commence immediately following, approval of NRG
funds by the California Public Utilities Commission (expected in summer 2015).
Phase Two Objectives:
• Support a 50-vehicle pilot shared mobility fleet (which is 80% EV) in partnership with CBOs
such as East LA Community Corp and PATH Ventures;
• Partner with NRG to install at least 50 Level 2 charging units at on- and off-street public
parking locations where EV vehicles will be parked; and
• Recruit 2,750 users from the base of residents in these disadvantaged communities to these
programs, in partnership with CBOs.
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Although Phase One and Two will be funded from different sources (CARB and NRG,
respectively), the business models and program evaluation - including performance analysis,
emissions impacts, behavior change of users - will be conducted jointly under the three-year
scope of this project and reported to CARB.

Project Timeline
Planning efforts will cover the first six months of the Project, and reporting to CARB will take
place throughout the three years of the Project as milestones are achieved. A summary timeline is
provided below, and a corresponding detailed timeline of tasks and milestones is attached as
Appendix E.
The timeline of these tasks is expected to commence immediately following signing of contracts
between CARB and the City of LA, and a coinciding subcontract between the City and SUMC.
(i.e. “Month 5” in the narrative below will refer to five months from contract signing).

Project Planning and Launch
1. RFO to carshare operators released
Responsible: City of LA
Upon approval of funding from CARB, the Mayor’s Office of Sustainability will release a
Request for Qualifications (RFQ) to carshare operators. The RFQ will offer a detailed
explanation of neighborhoods targeted, and ask operators to confirm:
•

Ability to scale operations at the pace outlined for Phase One;

•

Matching commitments to capital costs associated with the project; and

•

Backup documentation regarding GHG impacts associated with their business model.

Given the work already done in contacting potential operators, it is expected that operating
partners will be chosen within 30 days of releasing the RFQ.
2. Steering Committee membership and work plan finalized
Responsible: NRDC/Move LA/Enterprise Community Partners with support from SUMC
The Steering Committee will meet once per month, and will begin by determining a
workplan to address priorities.
3. Target neighborhoods and advertising scope finalized
Responsible: SUMC with support from the Steering Committee
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With operator commitments in place, SUMC will work with the City and Steering
Committee to develop a more detailed map of target neighborhoods that includes detail to the
block level. This will include considerations of:
On-street parking availability and pricing;
Street lighting availability for EV charging and consideration of additional electrical
infrastructure needed, particularly for street parking zones;
Visibility, safety, and proximity to transit and commercial districts of various
potential blocks for carshare hubs (as well as further analysis of census information);
and
Nearby community assets, including the presence of community-based organizations.
Family Source and Worksource Centers, and other institutions such as churches,
libraries, and employment sites.
With these neighborhoods selected, the Project team will work with LA Metro to determine a
transit advertising plan.
4. Vehicle mix, parking locations, and startup assistance finalized
Responsible: City of LA
With the potential neighborhoods refined with support from SUMC and the Steering
Committee, the City will enter into contract(s) with operators for disbursement of Project
funds for startup assistance. Individual siting agreements will be developed as necessary.
5. Recruit and train Street Team Manager
Responsible: CBOs and SUMC
The CBOs, in their first Steering Committee meeting, will develop an MOU to jointly recruit
and manage the Street Team Manager and Street Team. One or more of the CBOs who have
offered to support outreach1 will hire the Manager and Team.
6. Entrance, exit, and annual member survey designed
Responsible: SUMC

'Communities for a Better Environment, East LA Community Corporation, LA Mas, Korean Immigrant Workers
Alliance (KIWA) and T.R.U.S.T. South LA
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SUMC will work with CBOs to design survey materials as described in the “Data Collection'
section of this Attachment.
7. Recruit and train Street Team:
Responsible: CBOs and SUMC
See #5 above. Recruitment for the Street Team will immediately follow the hiring of the
Street Team Manager. Training is expected to begin within 90 days of Project start.
8. Analysis of potential work trips for Phase Two service
Responsible: CBOs and SUMC
SUMC will provide CBOs with an analysis of Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics
(LEHD) Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES) work trips, and provide
recommendations for adapting or adding to vanpool programs that serve disadvantaged
communities, in particular those in Phase Two neighborhoods. The Steering Committee will
then determine if and how a vanpool program might serve these communities as part of
Phase Two activities.
9. Program literature / advertising / wavfinding designed
Responsible: CBOs
CBOS, with technical assistance from SUMC, will determine how the initial Phase One
rollout can be most successfully communicated to Central LA residents, in preparation for
the launch of the Street Team and advertising campaign (both within 120 days of project
start).
Milestone: Launch Report to CARB
Due: October 2015

Phase One
1. 10 demonstration vehicles launched
Responsible: Operator(s)
Operator(s), in coordination with City departments, will aim to launch the first demonstration
vehicles - and associated EVSE - within 90 days of Project launch. As these will be
demonstration vehicles, at least half (if not all) are expected to be EVs and their locations
will be chosen primary for their visibility.
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2. Next 30 vehicles launched with operating partners
Responsible: Operator(s)
Over the course of the next six months of the Project (Months 3-8), the operator(s) will work
in close coordination with City departments and the Steering Committee to launch the next
30 vehicles, bringing total vehicles in service to 40 by Month 8.
3. EVSE deployment in coordination with operators and LADOT
Responsible: City of LA
LADWP will install 110 charging stations through year end 2016 in close coordination with
the operator(s) and Steering Committee as to appropriate locations.
4. Permitting process for on-street parking implemented
Responsible: City of LA
LADOT, working with the Mayors’ office, operator(s), and the Steering Committee, will
determine and execute a process for expediting permits for on-street carsharing locations in
disadvantaged communities. This task is expected to run the full length of Phase One, as
vehicle locations will need to be adjusted slightly by operators based on performance
throughout the first two years of the Project.
5. Street Team promotes Phase One
Responsible: CBOs
In coordination will the advertising campaign, the Street Team will begin promoting the
program within 120 days of Project launch, and will continue efforts for 18 months. These
outreach and promotion efforts, which will be determined by the Steering Committee, are
expected to combine “street marketing” techniques in locations like Metro rail stations with
more intensive outreach to neighborhood associations, community institutions, employers,
and social service agencies.
6. Next 45 vehicles launched with operating partners
Responsible: Operator(s)
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Over the course of Months 9-17, the operator(s) will work in close coordination with City
departments and the Steering Committee to launch the next 45 vehicles, bringing total
vehicles in service to 85 by Month 17.
7. Final 15 vehicles launched, some ICEs replaced with PHEVs
Responsible: Operator(s)
Over the course of Months 18-28, the operator(s) will work in close coordination with City
departments and the Steering Committee to launch the final 15 vehicles for Phase One,
bringing total vehicles to 100 by Month 28. It is expected that by this point in the project,
some of the vehicles in the network will need to be relocated, and that some ICE vehicles
will be replaced by BEVs or PHEV over the course of these two years.
Milestone: All Phase One EVSE deployed (110 units')
Due: Month 20
Milestone: 80% of Phase One fleet is self-sufficient
Due: Month 20
Milestone: 100% of Phase One fleet is self-sufficient*
Due: Month 32
This milestone depends on a number offactors involved with providing service to
disadvantaged communities. Project partners plan to negotiate terms with operator that can
target this milestone within three years, but success is not guaranteed.

Phase Two (Contingent on NRG Funding)
1. Non-profit operating partnerships developed
Responsible: CBOs
The Steering Committee will determine which CBOs are best prepared to own and host BEV
or PHEV vehicles. This will include an analysis of which organizations are most able to
allow these vehicles to be utilized as part of an added mobility and/or vanpool fleet that can
enhance their primary social services functions. This process will continue on a rolling basis
as the 50 vehicles associated with Phase Two are assigned and deployed.
2. Initial fleet of (20) vehicles selected and launched
Responsible: CBOs
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Over the course Months 7-11, the Steering Committee will work with SUMC to determine
the best use of Program Startup Assistance funds (supplied by NRG) to support the
acquisition and use of vehicles by CBOs (80% of which will be BEVs or PHEVs).

3. EYSE deployment in coordination with NRG and DWP
Responsible: NRG
NRG will work with LADOT to install 50 charging stations through year end 2016 in close
coordination with the Steering Committee to determine appropriate locations.

4. Phase Two fleet opened to carsharing/vanpool usage
Responsible: CBOs
In consultation with SUMC, the Steering Committee will gradually open some of the Phase
Two fleet to shared mobility and/or vanpool uses starting in Month 10. As needed, LADOT
will continue to administer the permitting process designed in Phase One for on-street
locations.
5. Next (20) vehicles launched by CBOs
Responsible: CBOs
Over the course of Months 12-17, the Steering Committee will work in close coordination
with SUMC to launch the next 20 Phase Two vehicles with the support of NRG’s startup
funds, or use the funds to support marketing, outreach, or subsidy programs to grow the
existing program and buy vehicles for a vanpool program.
6. Street Team promotes Phase Two
Responsible: CBOs
With with the support of NRG funds to supplement the staff and advertising budgets, the
Street Team will promote Phase Two activities along with continuing to support the Phase
One carsharing from Months 10-20.
7. Final (10) vehicles launched by CBOs
Responsible: CBOs
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Over the course of Months 18-20, the Steering Committee will work in close coordination
with SUMC to launch the final 10 Phase Two vehicles with the support of NRG’s startup
funds, bringing total vehicles in service to 150 by Month 20 (100 as part of the “core” fleet in
Phase One and 50 through CBOs for Phase Two).
Milestone: All Phase Two EYSE (50) installed
Due: Month 20
Milestone: All Phase Two Vehicles (50) deployed
Due: Month 20

Project Evaluation and Reporting
All evaluation and reporting efforts will be completed by SUMC for this Project. These Include:
• Business model evaluation: SUMC will synthesize the business models explored at the start
of both Phase One and Two of this Project to provide an early exploration of the potential
that various types of fleet and mode combinations may have in reducing GHG emissions.
Results of the RFQ and vendor selection process (Phase One), as well as business model
discussions held with the Steering Committee (Phase Two), will provide the content for this
report.
o

•

Due: Month 10
First annual survey administered: The annual survey (described in the “Data Collection”
section of this Attachment) will be sent to both Phase One and Phase Two participants in
Month 15 (an estimated 2500 users). Allowing two weeks for data collection and six weeks
for analysis, results will be shared in Month 17.
o

•

Deliverable: Results reported to ARB

Due: Month 17
Interim Report to ARB: Having recently passed the first major Project milestones around
vehicles and EV infrastructure for both Phase One and Two, and with Street Team efforts
well underway, SUMC will deliver a detailed mid-term report to CARB on all aspects of the
Project.
o

•

Deliverable: Initial evaluation memo to ARB

Deliverable: Interim report

Due: Month 21
Evaluation of outreach and marketing efforts: With the Street Team and advertising efforts
wrapping up, SUMC will work with the Street Team Manager to record an evaluation of the
marketing, outreach, and advertising tactics employed over the first two years of the Project.
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o

•

Due: Month 25
Second annual survey administered and reported to ARB: The annual survey, identical to the
first, will be sent in Month 27 to an estimated 7,000 users. Results will be shared in Month
29
o

•

Deliverable: Outreach and marketing report

Deliverable: Results reported to ARB

Due: Month 29
Final reporting to ARB: SUMC will produce a complete Project evaluation, pulling together
all analysis, including intake surveys for nearly 10,000 members, exit surveys, the two
annual surveys and utilization analysis. It is anticipated that this final report will require four
months to complete at the end of the Project.
o Deliverable: Final report
Due: Month 36

Disadvantaged Communities
The Project will benefit low income neighborhoods that also have a demonstrated need based on
the California Environmental Protection Agency CalEnviroScreen 2.0 (CES), with 45 percent of
the Phase One outreach square miles located in in the 96-100% (highest score) and 72 percent of
the Census tract square miles are categorized within the top 10% CES designated Census tracts.
Although slightly lower, Phase Two follows a similar pattern as 47% of the outreach square
miles are located in the 96-100% and 57% are located in the 91-100% designated Census tracts.
To offer a comparison and to demonstrate the need within these communities, LA County has an
average CES of 33.6, compared to the Phase One 96-100% average Census tract CES of 59.4.
Map 1 below show the Los Angeles Census tracts that are categorized as falling within the Top
25 percentile according to the CES analysis. The highest scoring Census tracts (96-100%) are
primarily concentrated in and around Downtown Los Angeles, with the largest concentration of
highest ranking Census tracts to the east of Downtown.
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Map 1: CalEnviroScreen 2.0 Los Angeles Top 25 Percentile Tracts
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The concentration of these highest ranking Census tracts correspond with the Phase One and
Phase Two implementation areas for this Project. Map 2 below shows in Blue the Phase One
target area, which is centered on Downtown Los Angeles. Phase Two in Purple on the map
expands on the Phase One target area covering areas to the east and west of Downtown (see
Appendix F for Phase One and 2 Census tracts).
The Future Phases and Industrial Tracts qualifying under the EnviroScreen 2.0 criteria and are
shown on the map but are not directly included in this project.
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Map 2: CalEnviroScreen 2.0 Los Angeles Top 25 Percentile Tracts & Low-Income
Carshare Strategy
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The Phase One area represents a small enough area to assure the critical density of the carshare
vehicles will be reached to maximize the Project’s success. These communities include areas in
and around Downtown Los Angeles, Westlake and the LA Trade Tech Campus.
As the map indicates, these neighborhoods also have a strong base of existing and planned transit
infrastructure to build on, as well as a high concentration of Low-Income housing units. The
combination of these two qualities demonstrates the need and ready-made market opportunities
to benefit these communities. Important to note, that while there is a concentration of lowincome housing, much of these neighborhoods are mixed income and use and possess some the
of most walkable communities within Los Angeles - traits equally important for a successful
carshare program.
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Phase One and Phase Two Implementation Tracts by CalEnviroScreen 2.0 Rank Percentile
Phase

CES Percentile

Count Tracts

Square Miles

Avg. CES Score

Phase 1 Additions

96-100% (highest scores)

16

4.1

59.4

Phase 1 Additions

91-95%

16

2.5

50.4

Phase 1 Additions

86-90%

13

1.1

46.2

Phase 1 Additions

81-85%

8

0.9

42.0

Phase 1 Additions

76-80%

6

0.6

38.4

Phase 2 Additions

96-100% (highest scores)

22

8.5

61.6

Phase 2 Additions

91-95%

12

2.2

51.5

Phase 2 Additions

86-90%

30

4.4

45.8

Phase 2 Additions

81-85%

11

1.5

41.8

Phase 2 Additions

76-80%

10

1.4

38.3

The table below further demonstrates the need and opportunities within the different Project
Phases. Beginning with the CalEnviroScreen 2.0 Score (CES), the average LA County CES is
33.6, compared to the average CES for Phase One of 49.6 and an average CES for Phase Two of
49.3.
The average household auto ownership in these communities is also considerably lower
compared to the county, with the lowest auto ownership of .8 cars per household observed in the
Phase One Census tracts. This is almost half of the LA County auto ownership rate of 1.75 autos
per household, which demonstrates both a need and an opportunity to work with a community
that has already demonstrated a low auto ownership rate.
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Carshare Implementation Strategy Census Tract Characteristics
Phase 1
Additions

Phase 2 Additions

Sq. Miles

9.2

18.1

Count Tracts

59

85

49.6

49.3

Population

197,737

313,361

Population/Sq. Mile

21,391

17,312

Households

73,138

91,920

0.8 (46%)

1.2 (69%)

28,841
(52%)

31,271 (56%)

% population living below 2x federal poverty level*

69.1

67.2

% Eligible Workers Unemployed*

13.7

12.8

Phase

Average CalEnviroScreen 2.0

Vehicles/ Household & % of County Average Vehicles/Household
Median Income & % of County Median Income

Source: EnviroScreen 2.0, ACS 2013 Census Tract Data
The map further shows how the auto ownership rates differ in project phase areas and how they
are consistently lower than throughout LA County.
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Autos per Household and Implementation Strategy
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Phase One has some of the highest population density neighborhoods in Los Angeles, followed
by the Phase Two and future areas. High density neighborhoods are an important component for
a successful carshare program as you have a larger customer base and higher density
neighborhoods are often an indication of a mixed use and walkable community.
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Population per Square Mile and Implementation Strategy
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commuter Ral

Project participants will be residents of the disadvantaged communities who become members
of the carsharing program. Members are those people that meet the membership eligibility
requirements of the operating partners. Typically, to be eligible, members must be 21 years or
older, have valid drivers’ licenses, and possess driving records that comply with the operator(s)’
terms and conditions.
The Project will benefit the disadvantaged communities in several ways, including:
• Lower rates of car ownership: Several studies have proven that carsharing members reduce
or avoid purchasing cars in their household. A 2009 survey of IGO Carsharing members in
Chicago found that 73% of IGO members sold a car after joining IGO, or were able to avoid
purchasing a car. Taking cars off of the road reduces congestion, parking demand, and
pollution, and it increases road safety. Susan Shaheen of the University of Berkeley
Transportation Sustainability Research Center (TSRC) finds that each shared car removes
between 9 and 13 private cars from the road.
;
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•

•

•

•

•

Financial savings: Working families spend a large portion of their income on transportation
costs; however, a vast majority of these transportation costs are fixed because they are
associated with private car ownership. According to AAA, the average annual cost of owning
and operating a mid-size car is more than $9,000. In comparison, a member of City
CarShare, a non-profit carshare organization based in San Francisco, CA, pays on average
$540 annually to make use of the carsharing service. A study by Frost & Sullivan finds that
when joining a CSO, members can reduce their total transportation costs by up to 70%.
Livable communities: The use of shared vehicles reduces the number of total vehicles on the
road, leading to environmental and quality of life benefits. Fewer cars means fewer cars
parked on the street and less residential space devoted to cars.
Economic and jobs impact: Carsharing programs impact the economies indirectly through
members’ lower transportation costs, allowing for greater purchasing power in the local and
regional economies and the creation of new jobs.
Indirect local business imnact.: Carsharing further impacts consumer spending habits by
freeing up household income for local purchases. This shift encourage to a more local buying
pattern encourages businesses to locate closer to residential areas, leading toward a smarter
growth regional growth pattern.
Health benefits: Carsharing increases the health of its members. People who own a car tend
to use the car even for short trips. One of the most important member benefits found from a
2012 survey on IGO carsharing members was that 25% of the members increased the amount
that they walked and 14% of members increased the amount that they hiked. Carsharing also
reduces local pollution that causes health problems.

Outreach and Education
The outreach and education plan is comprised of grassroots strategies that will be coordinated by
the Street Team Manager and executed by the Street Team with guidance from the Steering
Committee, NRDC, and Enterprise Community Partners, and the City of Los Angeles.
SUMC will provide technical assistance. These community-based outreach and education
strategies will provide a personalized customer service approach that will aid participants that
may be less familiar with technology and carsharing. These activities will happen alongside, and
in conjunction with, the carsharing operator(s)’ marketing and outreach strategies.
Examples of grassroots outreach and education strategies include the following:
• Host local events: The outreach team will host in-person orientations, member appreciation
events, and other special events in the target disadvantaged communities. The team will work
with local groups, churches, schools, and other pillars in the communities to ensure that
messaging to the communities is appropriate and helpful.
• Attend outdoor events: The Street Team will attend local events, such as street festivals or
neighborhood association meetings, to recruit and educate potential participants.
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•

•
•
•

Develop cross-promotion and partnerships: The outreach team will work with the City of
LA, LA Metro, local businesses, and community groups to design cross promotions and to
co-market with other services, such as public transportation or bikesharing.
Advertising: The project will be advertised on public transit services, such as buses and
trains.
Media relations: The outreach team will issue press releases and create press kits to target
local media and help to promote the project in the pilot communities.
Web and social media: The team will develop a presence online, either through a website or
other social media communications, to share information and educate potential participants.

Data Collection
The research team, led by SUMC, will develop core metrics for measuring Project outcomes
based on methodologies from previous carsharing studies, which will be adapted for the scope of
this pilot Project. The team will use a two-pronged approach to understanding the impact of the
Project on the participants, the vehicles, and the surrounding communities. The two-pronged
approach includes 1) survey instruments and 2) data tracking and analysis.

Survey Instruments
Project participants will receive surveys at four points during the project:
•

Entrance survey: This survey will be administered to participants within 30 days of signup to
establish baseline data for research. The survey will focus on participants’ demographics,
household composition, travel behavior (thoughts on transportation, estimated vehicle miles
travelled (VMT), estimated mode share for work and non-work trips), vehicle ownership
rates, and other things such as motivations for joining the carsharing program.

•

First annual survey: This survey will be administered to participants in September 2016,
after the carsharing program has been in operation. The survey will focus on participants’
satisfaction with the carsharing service, with inquiries into operations efficiencies, perceived
benefits, shortcomings, and other comments or concerns. It will also query participants’
travel behavior (thoughts on transportation, estimated VMT, estimated mode share for work
and non-work trips).

•

Second annual survey: This surveys will be administered to participants in September 2017.
The survey will compare travel behavior after participation in the carsharing program to
baseline data collected before participation. It will focus on participants’ satisfaction with
inquiries into operations efficiencies, perceived benefits, shortcomings, motivations for
leaving or continuing using the carsharing services, and other comments and concerns.
Finally, it will also query participants’ travel behavior (thoughts on transportation, estimated
VMT, estimated mode share for work and non-work trips), vehicle ownership rates, and
others.

•

Exit survey: This survey will be administered any time a participant leaves the carsharing
service. It will focus on participants’ satisfaction with inquiries into operations efficiencies,
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perceived benefits, shortcomings, motivations for leaving the carsharing services, and other
comments and concerns. Finally, it will also query participants’ travel behavior (thoughts on
transportation, estimated VMT, estimated mode share for work and non-work trips), vehicle
ownership rates, and others.

Data Tracking and Analysis
In coordination with the operator(s), the research team will collect data related to the carsharing
vehicles and actual trips made during the pilot Project. The team will analyze the data to identify
trends and pinpoint areas where the Project is particularly successful, and will attempt to
determine the impacts of including BEV and PHEV vehicles in the fleet. Data will be collected
by the carsharing operator(s) and provided to the research team on a monthly basis. Data points
will include fuel and electricity usage and vehicle usage. By collecting and analysing this data,
the research team can measure the vehicles’ VMT.

Community Co-Benefits
Collecting and analyzing changes in participants’ travel behavior and demographics throughout
the Project will allow the research team to measure the community co-benefits of the carsharing
pilot Project. By querying the participants’ before and during use of the carsharing service, the
research team can observe whether the ancillary benefits of carsharing have been achieved; for
example, if participants have sold their cars, the research team can determine how many vehicles
have been taken off of the road. Similarly, if participants report increases in walking and biking,
the research team can analyze the health impact of the carsharing program. Community co
benefits data collected through the surveys will include information on cost savings/financial
benefits, mode shift/mobility, health impacts, environmental benefits to surrounding
communities, and local economic/jobs impacts.

Focus Groups
The research team will also conduct two focus groups to better understand the qualitative aspects
of the Project and help improve the program to be more responsive to community needs. The
team will conduct focus groups with carsharing members (test group) and non-members (control
group). The test group and the control group responses will be compared to better understand the
perceptions and transportation needs that impact the use or non-use of the carsharing program.
The team will also use cognitive mapping techniques to understand some of the underlying
institutional, attitudinal and cultural factors that impact the Project’s success. The results of this
exercise will illustrate key areas and issues to target in order to improve the likelihood of the
Project’s success, and will inform the work of the Steering Committee and Street Team.

Reporting
The team will deliver the two annual reports to ARB on the schedule outlined above. This data as
well as results from the data tracking and entrance/exit surveys will be compiled for ARB in two
reports: an interim report delivered in January 2017 and a final report delivered in April 2018.
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Attachment Four: Estimated Emissions Reductions for Scoring
Drawing from previous literature on carsharing’s impact on VMT and emissions, we provide an
alternate emission reduction estimate calculation in this section.
Our calculation measures emissions reductions from vehicles removed from the road as a result
of carsharing, which is complementary with the impacts determined through the recommended
methodology (also described below).
The literature on changes in vehicle ownership with conventional carshare membership is well
established. As mentioned previously, Shaheen and Martin have found that between 9 and 13
cars are sold or not purchased for each carshare car.
We use the midpoint of 11 car sales and avoided purchases from this study based on: 1) the
Shaheen and Martin study’s broad scope (compared to other studies that look at individual
carshare organizations; 2) being conservative with such a speculative model; 3) trends of
decreasing vehicle miles traveled mean that future urban populations will not own as many cars
and therefore have fewer cars to avoid purchasing or sell; and 4) unknown impacts of current
shared mobility trends on carshare user behavior.

Metric: Fewer vehicles in Los Angeles as a result of carshare
[number of carshare cars)* 11-carshare fleet] = x fewer vehicles in Los Angeles’

(100*111-100 = 1.000 fewer vehicles in Los Angeles
Early carshare studies did not find significant VMT reduction, as early adopters were often carfree or limited-driving households. As systems matured, this changed, and a similar pattern may
be occurring in the bikeshare and ridesourcing markets today.
TCRP Report 108, “Car-Sharing: Where and How it Succeeds,” summarizes carshare studies in
Portland, Arlington, and San Francisco between 2000 and 2005, which found VMT reductions
ranging from 7.5%, 43%, and 47% (adjusted for occupancy), respectively.2 A 2006 San
Francisco study from Cervero and Tsai found a drop of 67% adjusted for occupancy.3 Cervero
and Tsai found that carshare members in their 2001 survey traveled 4.5 unadjusted vehicle miles
daily and 3.02 daily VMT in their 2005 study—a 33% reduction or 540 miles per year.
In “Greenhouse Gas Emission Impacts of Carsharing in North America,” Shaheen finds that the
average reduction of observed VMT among respondents to their carshare study was 27%.4 This
change from 4,019 annual VMT to 2,938 annual VMT is an annual difference of 1,081 VMT.
2 Millard-Ball et al. “Car-Sharing: Where and How It Succeeds.” Transit Cooperative Research Program, Report
108. Washington, DC: Transportation Research Board, 2005.
3 Cervero, Robert et al. “San Francisco City CarShare: Longer-Term Travel-Demand and Car Ownership Impacts.”
Prepared for the Department of Transportation and Parking, City of San Franciso, 2006.
4 Shaheen, Susan and Elliot Martin. Greenhouse Gas Emission Impacts of Carsharing in North America Final
Report. San Jose: Mineta Transportation Institute, 2010.
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They estimate that this was 43% below the VMT that would have occurred without the
availability of carsharing. This value is the one used in this model, as it is based on a number of
carshare systems in areas with different land uses and auto usage patterns.
There are 70 carshare members per carshare vehicle in the U.S. in 2014 according to “Innovative
Mobility Carsharing Outlook,” Fall 2014 by Shaheen and Cohen.5 6If every member were to
achieve the 540 mile reduction results, each car would reduce 37,800 miles. But, a significant
share of carshare members are not active users, a fact accounted for in the vehicle holdings
values above—the 11 personal vehicle reduction per carshare vehicle corresponds to a 30%
inactive member rate in that study’s sensitivity analysis. Therefore we assume a 30% inactive
member rate for this VMT reduction as well.

Metric: Fewer vehicle miles driven in Los Angeles each year as a result of carshare
“number of carshare cars* 1,081 Average Reduction of Observed VMT *70 Carshare Members
per Carshare Vehicle*70% Active Carshare Member Rate = x fewer vehicles miles driven in Los
Angeles each year.”

100 * 1081 ♦ 70 *.7 = 5,296,900 annual Vehicle Miles Traveled reduced in Los Angeles
Greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) reductions and gasoline savings from shared mobility
expansion are based on current best-practice GHG accounting and the assumption that shared
mobility vehicles are newer and more efficient, as found in carshare studies.
A 10 mile per gallon differential between personal vehicle and carshare/carpool vehicles is used
based on the research from Shaheen and Martin stating that “the average carsharing vehicle used
by the sample overall (U.S. and Canada) is a full 10 mpg more efficient than the average vehicle
shed by members. »6
Specifically, the values used in these metrics are:
• Assumed miles reduced are at FHWA MPG for Light Duty Vehicles in 2012 of
23.3 mpg.
• Carsharing vehicles assumed 6 hours per day and 5 miles per hour at 32.8 mpg.
• Per US EPA 8,887 grams C02 per gallon gasoline, 0.0173 g CH4 per mile, and
0.0036 g N20 per mile (assumed all vehicles are EPA Tier 2 Emissions Controls). Global
warming potentials (GWP) from IPCC AR5.

Metric: Carshare greenhouse gas emissions reductions as a result carshare

5 Shaheen, Susan and Adam Cohen. “Innovative Mobility Carsharing Outlook.” University of Berkeley
Transportation Sustainability Research Center, 2014.
6 Shaheen, Susan and Elliot Martin. Greenhouse Gas Emission Impacts of Carsharing in North America Final
Report. San Jose: Mineta Transportation Institute, 2010.
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“[(VMT avoided/personal vehicle MPG) + (carshare vehicles *6 hours of use per day * 5 miles
per hour *365 days/personal vehicle MPG)- (carshare vehicles *6 hours of use per day * 5 miles
per hour *365 days/carshare MPG)] gallons of gasoline consumed in Los Angeles and
[(net gallons* C02) + (net VMT *N20 *global warming potential) + (net VMT*CH4*global
warming potential7)] = metric tons of greenhouse gases emitted in Los Angeles each year.”

( 5,296.900/23.3)+«aOQ*6*5*365)/23.3H(100*6*5*365)/32.8)) = 240,946 annual gallons of
gasoline reduced in Los Angeles
f240.946*8.887/10A3)+(5.296.900*0.0036/10A6*265)+(5.296.900*0.0173/10A6*28) = 2.149
annual greenhouse gas emissions reduced (metric tons CQ2e) in Los Angeles

Estimated Emission Reductions for Scoring from ARB Worksheet
Inputs
Provide project details to be used as inputs to calculate an estimate of the annual GHG and
criteria pollutant emissions for the proposed project. Explanations on the assumptions are
included below.

Applicant Inputs
Vehicles
Trips/day
Miles/trip
Days/year
% PHEVs
•
•
•
•
•

80
1.5
49.2
350
37.5%

Vehicles: The number of eligible project advanced technology vehicles.
Trips/Day: The average number of one-way trips driven per day per vehicle.
Miles/Trip: The average number of miles traveled per trip.
Days/Year: The number of days per year that vehicles would be available for use.
%PHEVs: Percentage of the project vehicles that are PHEVs and assumes remainder are
zero-emission BE Vs or FCEVs.

Calculate the Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
The formulas below will use the inputs from the table above to calculate vehicle miles traveled
and emissions reductions.
Step 1: Calculate the Total Combined VMT of fleet:
7 Global Warming Potential https://www.ipcc.ch/pdt7asses.sment-report/ar5/wglAyGl AR5 ChapterOS FINAL.pdf
Table 8.7
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vehicles x trips/day x miles/trip x days/year = VMT
80 x 1.5 x 49.2 x 350 = 2.066.400 VMT

Emission Factors (EF)
The table below contains the emission factors to input in the formulas as directed. The emissions
factors were derived from Mobile Source Emissions Inventory EMFAC2011 for light duty
vehicles which provide tailpipe emissions factors. These inputs are explained as follows:

Emissions Factors (EF)
GHG EF Conv Auto
GHG EF PHEV
Criteria EF Conv Auto
Criteria EF PHEV
•
•

•

•

349 grams/mile
245 grams/mile
0.165 grams/mile
0.035 grams/mile

GHG EF Conv Auto: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Factor of Conventional Automobiles. The
average GHG emissions factor of a conventional light duty vehicle in grams per mile.
GHG EF PHEV: Greenhouse Gas Emissions Factor of Plug-In Hybrid Automobiles. The
average GHG emissions factor of a conventional light duty vehicle in grams per mile. This
assumption incorporates that 30 percent of the time the vehicle will be driven in all-electric
mode.
Criteria EV Conv Auto: Criteria Pollutant Emissions Factor of Conventional Automobiles.
The average GHG emissions factor of a conventional light duty vehicle in grams per mile.
This emission factor accounts for Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx), Particulate Matter 2.5 (PM 2.5),
and Hydrocarbons (HC).
Criteria EF PHEV: Criteria Pollutant Emissions Factor of Plug-In Hybrid Automobiles. The
average GHG emissions factor of a conventional light duty vehicle in grams per mile. This
assumption incorporates that 30 percent of the time the vehicle will be driven in all-electric
mode. This emission factor accounts for Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx), Particulate Matter 2.5
(PM 2.5), and Hydrocarbons (HC).

Calculate GHG Emissions Reductions
GHG emissions reduction calculations are based on the difference between the emissions
produced by conventional vehicles and supported advanced technology vehicles. The difference
is based on the assumption that if the vehicle used were not a part of this program, a fleet average
conventional vehicle would be used to make the trips in lieu of the advanced technology vehicle.
Step 1: Calculate the GHG emissions produced of conventional vehicles that would have been
used in lieu of advanced technology vehicles for trips.
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GHG emission from conventional vehicles
VMT x GHG EF Convo Auto =

2,066,400 x 349 - 721,173,600 grams of GHG emissions from conventional autos
Step 2: Calculate the GHG emissions of supported advanced technology vehicles. Please note:
if the overall proposed fleet will consist of zero-emission vehicles, such as battery electric or fuel
cell electric vehicles, the GHG emissions produced by these vehicles will be zero.
GHG emissions from advanced technology vehicles
VMT x GHG EF PHEV x % PHEVs =

2,066,400 x 245 x 37,5% = 189,850,500 grams of GHG emissions from advanced autos
Step 3: Calculate the GHG emissions reduction from support advanced technology vehicles.
This step also includes the conversion of grams to MTC02, metric tons of C02, of GHG
emissions benefits.
GHG emissions reductions GHG emissions from conventional autos - GHG emissions from
advanced autos = grams of GHG emissions reduced -f 1,000,000 (Converts grams to MTC02)

721,173,600 -189,850,5700 = 531,323,100 grams of GHG emissions reduced -f 1.000.000
= 531,3 MTCQ2 of GHG emissions reduced
Calculate Criteria Pollutant Emissions Reductions
Step 4: Calculate the criteria pollutant emissions produced of conventional vehicles that would
have been used in lieu of advanced technology vehicles for trips.
VMT x Criteria EF Conv Auto = grams of Criteria Pollutant emissions from conventional autos

2,066,400 x 0.165 - 340,956 grams of Criteria Pollutant emissions from conventional autos
Step 5: Calculate the criteria pollutant emissions of supported advanced technology vehicles.
Please note: if the overall proposed fleet will consist of zero-emission vehicles, such as battery
electric or fuel cell electric vehicles, the criteria pollutant emissions produced by these vehicles
will be zero.
Criteria Pollutant emissions from supported advanced technology vehicles
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VMT x Criteria EF PHEV x % PHEVs = grams of Criteria pollutant emissions from advanced
autos

2,066,400 x 0.035 x 37,5% = 27,122 grams of Criteria pollutant emissions reduced from
advanced autos
Step 6: Calculate the criteria pollutant emissions reduction from support advanced technology
vehicles. This step also includes the conversion of grams to tons of criteria pollutant emissions
benefits.
Criteria pollutant emission reduction from supported advanced technology vehicles
Criteria pollutant emissions from conventional autos - Criteria pollutant emissions from
advanced autos = grams of Criteria pollutant emissions reduced 4- 907,200 (Converts grams to
tons)

340,956 - 27,122 - 313,835 grams of Criteria pollutant emissions reduced 4 907,200 = 0.35
tons of criteria pollutant emissions reduced
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Attachment Five: Conflict of Interest Declaration
Date: April 5, 2015
Air Resources Board, California Environmental Protection Agency
Dear Mr. Hartigan:

RE: Attachment 5: CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATION
I am writing in reference to the “Targeted Car Sharing and Mobility Options in Disadvantaged
Communities Pilot Project”. The City of LA has no current, ongoing, or pending direct or
indirect interest, which poses an actual, apparent, or potential conflict of interest for this project.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Susana Reyes
Senior Analyst
Office of the Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti
City of Los Angeles
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Appendix A: Project Staff Resumes
Ted Bardacke, AiCP, LEED AP
441 Raymond Ave, #1 Santa Monica, CA 90405
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Office of Mayor Eric Garcetti, Los Angeles, CA
Deputy Director, Office of Sustainability

tmb86@columbia.edu

310-709-2281

August 2013 - Present

Manager and member of an interdisciplinary team charged with defining the environmental vision and
implementing the sustainability initiatives of Mayor Eric Garcetti. Measurable impact areas include Energy
and Water Resource Management, Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation, and Green Economic
Development. Support all activities of die City’s Chief Sustainability Officer. Specific duties include:
Coordinate specific initiatives including expansion of local solar installations, developing energy
efficiency financing mechanisms for existing buildings, advancing water conservation, recycling
and reuse, leading climate change adaptation planning, and promoting clean investments in
underinvested and polluted communities..
Represent Mayor and maintain relationships with key local advocacy groups and industries,
including the United States Green Building Council, Los Angeles Business Council, Building
Operators and Managers Association (BOMA), UCLA Institute of the Environment, LA Clean
Energy Coalition, NRDC, and Environment California. Meet regularly with leading companies in
the energy, water, transportation, and AEC industries.
Define, collect, and track key sustainability outcomes and metrics for Mayor's performance
dashboard, including pledge to create 20,000 green jobs. Work with dty departments, the Chief
Administrative Officer, and the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power to ensure progress
is being made on these metrics.
Write speeches and briefing papers for Mayor Garcetti on environmental and sustainability topics.
Collaborate with external affairs and communications staff on "hot” topics requiring immediate
attention and quick decisions.
Work with Governor's Office, California Energy Commission, Los Angeles County, and State and
Federal agencies on policy, programmatic and funding issues that will impact Los Angeles and
the regional environment.
Raise outside funding to support operations of Sustainability Office.
Global Green USA, Santa Monica, CA
Senior Program Associate, Oreen Urbanism Program

July 2003 - August 2013

Responsible for providing neighborhood planning, green building technical assistance, and sustainability
and renewable energy program development for public agencies, real estate and affordable housing
professionals, design and construction organizations, and financial institutions. Key projects included:
US EPA funded program providing technical assistance to 16 local governments and community
organizations across the US on efforts to transform specific neighborhoods into ones that are
more economically prosperous, healthy, and environmentally responsible.
98 units of Zero Energy Affordable Housing units under contract from the California Energy
Commission, Projects set national precedent for combining Low Income Housing Tax Credits with
Solar Business Investment Tax Credits.
Program design for using renewable energy, complex financial tools and greenhouse gas
emissions credits to fund grassroots community development projects in economically distressed
and polluted urban areas. Principles of the program ultimately incorporated into SB 535, which
directs California to spend greenhouse gas credit revenue on environmental justice and
affordable housing projects near transit.
Advocate and technical expert for development of California's solar rebate program for affordable
housing and Virtual Net Metering program, which reduced solar installation costs on multifamily
properties by 30%.
Program implementation support to the $19 billion green building and renewable energy program
of the Los Angeles Unified School District and post-Katrina K-12 school planning and rebuilding
efforts for the Recovery School District in New Orleans.
Cooperative program with the Local Initiatives Support Corporation, to incorporate environmental
technologies into charter school campuses as a means of raising student academic performance
and enhancing schools as centers of urban community development.
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SUSANA M. REYES
CURRENT OCCUPATION: Senior Policy Analyst, Office of L.A. Mayor Eric Garcetti

■i

PROFILE
'

» M

*1

A versatile and energetic leader with a successful track record in enterprise-wide
programs, project management, policy development, community outreach and
engagement, human resources management, environmental advocacy, and community
outreach. Demonstrated skills and competencies in generating consensus, teamwork,
and productivity throughout diverse workforce cultures and organizations.

Areas of Expertise

Strategic planning
Policy setting
Political

Communications
Leadership Training
Fundraising

Budget & Contracts
Organizational Development
Program Management
Campaigns/ Outreach
Advocacy: Energy, Climate Change, & Environmental Justice

JOB HIGHLIGHTS
Senior Analyst, Office of Sustainability- Budget & Innovation, Office of L.A. Mayor Eric Garcetti

•
•
•

Coordinates, facilitates, and advises the development, implementation, monitoring, and improvement of local
departmental and citywide policies, programs, and initiatives that promote local environmental, energy,
economic, and social sustainability.
Serves as the electric vehicle liaison expert within the Mayor’s Office of Sustainability responsible for
overseeing the EV infrastructure Working Group, city fleet EV conversion planning, and coordination of EV
citywide projects.
Serves as the sustainable supply chain policy adviser to City departments

Director of Human Resources, Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP)

•

•
•

Oversaw health plans for 17,000 active employees and retirees with a $230 million budget; administers
employee Flex spending account, Executive physicals, Employee Assistance Program, and an Employee
Wellness campaign in partnership with health providers. Chair, LADWP Wellness Committee. Recently
implemented the LADWP “Regenerate, Your Health, Your Life” wellness program. Chair, Joint Health Care
Committee
Managed the self-insured Workers’ Compensation program in accordance with State regulations. Oversaw
recent successful State audit resulting in zero penalties. Developed dashboard reports and metrics for the
workers’ compensation program.
Led the Powered by Ideas and Administrative Policy, Budget, and Contracts groups.

Utility Administrator, LADWP

•
•
•

Executive Assistant to Corporate Services, AGM
Implemented the Managers Performance Review Program.
Oversaw customer satisfaction surveys; audits and benchmarking studies.

Senior Management Analyst II, Department of General Services (GSD), City of Los Angeles

•

From 1990-1998, served as Assistant Director for Facilities Management and as Administrator of the highly
successful City Facilities Recycling Program (CFRP). Received the Most Valuable Employee (GSD) and the
City's Career Service Awards as well as number of recognition awards from CA environmental / recycling
agencies.

Training and Education

•
•
•
•

Bachelor of Arts, Communications, Magna cum Laude, Saint Paul College, Philippines
UCLA Anderson School of Management, Civic Enterprise Leadership and Management Program
LADWP Executive Leadership Program
ASTD, Certified Professional in Learning and Performance
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Sharon Feigon, Shared-Use Mobility Center
Senior Consultant
Summary
Job Title:
Executive Director

Years of Relevant Experience: 23
Education:
:i
1

MBA, Depaul University
B.A. Economics, Antioch College

Basis for Selection:
Sharon, a founder of the Shared-Use Mobility Center (SUMC), was previously the CEO of IGO
Carsharing, the nonprofit organization that started carsharing in the Chicago region. Before that
she was the Director of Research and Development for the Center for Neighborhood
Technology (CNT). Sharon was CEO of IGO from March 2004 until she and parent
organization, CNT, sold IGO to Enterprise in May 2013. Under Sharon’s leadership, IGO grew
into a successful company with 15,000 members in 45 neighborhoods. Sharon worked with the
Chicago Transit Authority to create the only combined carshare/transit farecard in North
America, which continues to serve as a model for collaboration. She led IGO’s expansion into
underserved communities and developed solar canopies and charging stations that helped
introduce mobility hubs to the region. Sharon also lead several research efforts while at IGO
that identified the environmental and economic benefits and savings from carsharing. She
conducted a yearly survey of members and worked with other carshare organizations to share
data and develop a methodology for successfully locatng carshare cars in different
neighborhoods.
Prior to Sharon’s work at IGO, she was the Director of Research and Development for CNT and
managed a variety of projects related to location efficiency, transit-oriented development, and
innovative finance.
Sharon now leads SUMC, a public-interest partnership that connects cities, operators, and
industry allies towards universal, affordable and sustainable shared mobility in cities and
metropolitan regions in the U.S. SUMC has co-convened Summits in Washington, DC, Chicago,
Illinois, and most recently in Los Angeles. These events have brought together the leading
researchers, operators, and federal, state, and local officials to discuss the latest trends in
shared-use mobility. Sharon speaks widely at conferences and forums on the latest
opportunities, barriers and research to providing shared mobility for all.

Relevant Project Experience:
Peer to Peer CarSharinq (FHWA1 - currently managing the pilot of a Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
carsharing demonstration program for the FHWA Value Pricing Pilot Program. P2P is another
way to reduce the number of cars on the road, while utilizing existing vehicles that sit idle the
vast majority of time.
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IGo Solar Canopy Project (DOE) - involved construction of solar power canopies that
demonstrated charging stations for electric vehicles in a car sharing fleet.The project involved a
complex range of project partners and funding sources, including the U.S. Department of
Energy, Chicago DOT, and local foundations.
Swipecard Integration Project. - created the first integrated fare media card in North America, in
conjunction with Chicago Transit Authority, integrating bus and rail fare with car sharing access.
The hardware itself was integrated, as well as the respective 25% increase in transit use
among carshare member participating in the program.
Transit Oriented Development Projects - coordinated startup and program development for
Center for Transit Oriented Development, and managed TOD project focused on utilization of
undervalued transit assets in Miami-Dade County. This work led to the creation of a
methodology for understanding the value of TOD assets.
TCRP Climate Change and Sustainable Transportation Project (Report 93) - principal
Investigator for three year project involving creation of case studies, interactive web calculators,
and curricula (both for transit agencies and the public) aimed at demonstrating greenhouse gas
emissions reductions based on estimates of behavior change.

Relevant Appointments / Board Roles:
• Co-Chair of the Shared Vehicle Committee Transportation Research Board (2005-2013)
• Founding Director of the Car Sharing Association
• Governor's Electric Vehicle Advisory Council (State of Illinois)
• U.S. Green Building Council National Committee to create LEED Neighborhood
Development Standards
• Member, Mayor's Taskforce on Public Vehicles in Underserved Communities (current)
• Member, Mayor’s Taskforce on Pedestrian and Bicycle Infrastructure (current)
Relevant Publications:
Feigon, S., Hoyt, D., McNally, L., Mooney-Bullock, R. (2003). TCRP Report 93 - Travel Matters,
Mitigating Climate Change with Sustainable Surface Transportation. Transportation Research
Board: Washington.
Dittmar, H. and Ohland, G., editors. Various authors. (2003). The New Transit Town - Best
Practices in Transit-Oriented Development. Island Press.
Relevant Employment History:
Organization

Position(s)

Dates

Shared-Use Mobility Center

Executive Director

7/2014Present

Alternative Transportation for Chicagoland (IGo Car Sharing)

Executive Director

3/2004 7/2014

Center for Neighborhood Technology

Director of Research and
Development

9/1991 3/2004
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Creighton Randall, Shared-Use Mobility Center
Principal Consultant
Summary
Job Title:
Program and Development Director

Years of Relevant Experience: 6
Education:
r.
□

M. Urban Planning, University at Buffalo, 2010
B.S. Mechanical Engineering, U. at Buffalo, 2007

Basis for Selection:
Creighton Randall recently joined the Shared-Use Mobility Center. He previously served as the
Executive Director of Buffalo CarShare, a non-profit organization focused on both social and
environmental impacts of shared mobility. Under Creighton’s tenure, Buffalo CarShare became
the only shared mobility organization to house both car and bikeshare operations. The
organization is a standout in the industry in service to low-income families, with 50% of
members coming from households earning $25,000 or less. Mr. Randall recently also guided
the launch of Capital CarShare, a non-profit organization in Albany, NY.
Relevant Project Experience:
Capital CarShare - Launch Assistance (CMAQ) - led efforts to launch a small-city car sharing
network earlier this year, in partnership with City and MPO officials. Albany, New York (with just
under 100,000 residents) is prototypical of many smaller U.S. cities that can benefit from, but
often fail to attract, share-use networks.
Buffalo BikeShare (NYSERDA/NYSDOT) - led the deployment and demonstration of a 75bicycle fleet of dockless GPS-based bicycle sharing hardware and software in Buffalo, NY. The
new technology allows for a flexible distribution of bicycles, with locking and access technology
is built into the frame of the bicycle.
Marketing and Communication of Shared Mobility and ATDM (JARC and New Freedom) -co
managed efforts to market and publicize ATDM tools available to neighborhoods surrounding
the Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus, a major local employment center. ADTM tools included
car sharing, bike sharing, ride sharing, and transit service.

Relevant Publications:
Randall, C. and Blair, A. (2011). Buffalo CarShare: 2 Years in Review. NYSDOT Report No C08-24.
Relevant Employment History:
Organization
j Shared-Use Mobility

Position(s)
Program & Development Director

Dates
7/201451
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Present

Center
Shared Mobility, Inc.

Executive Director

3/2014-7/2014

Buffalo CarShare

Executive Director

2/2009 - 3/2014

Sarah Nemecek, Shared-Use Mobility Center
Project Consultant
Summary
Job Title:
Project Manager

Years of Relevant Experience: 6
Education:
j MSc. Urban Planning, London School of Economics,
2009

j

B.A. History, Pepperdine University, 2008

Basis for Selection:
Sarah Nemecek is the project manager of the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Carsharing Pilot Project, an
initiative of SUMC to pilot P2P carsharing in three Chicago neighborhoods over two years. Prior
to joining SUMC, Sarah was the Project Manager of the State of Illinois Interoperability and
Integration Project, a $1.125 million grant-funded effort to establish a governance model across
seven health and human services agencies in Illinois. Before her work with the State, Sarah was
a Research Associate at the Urban Land Institute (ULI) in Washington, D.C., where she worked
closely with ULI’s Senior Fellows to deliver projects across the organization’s infrastructure,
housing, energy efficiency and capital markets programs. Sarah also worked for ULI in Europe,
where she launched and managed the ULI Urban Investment Network, forging partnerships and
planning events in Istanbul, Paris, Amsterdam and London. Sarah has an MSc in Regional and
Urban Planning Studies from the London School of Economics and a BA in History and
Philosophy from Pepperdine University.
Relevant Project Experience:
Peer to Peer CarSharina (FHWA) - currently managing the pilot of a Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
carsharing demonstration program for the FHWA Value Pricing Pilot Program. P2P is another
way to reduce the number of cars on the road, while utilizing existing vehicles that sit idle the
vast majority of time.
State of Illinois Interoperability and Integration Project (Federal Department of Health and
Human Services) - managed the $1.125 million Interoperability Grant project awarded to the
State of Illinois by the federal Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) to establish a
governance model for Illinois’ HHS delivery. Created and maintained a comprehensive project
management plan to ensure that timeliness, scope, budget, quality, and compliance with federal
guidelines were achieved in all project deliverables. Established statewide HHS committees
composed of Agency Directors and the Governor’s office.
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Urban Land Institute (ULI) Urban Investment Network - built a network of 25 city and privatesector partners to increase investment in European cities. Liaised with high-level city and
private-sector executives, including Mayors and Executive Directors to design and complete
network deliverables including research reports, white papers, and a website. Developed and
delivered an annual program of activities, such as workshops, roundtables, and full-day
conferences in cities including Paris, Istanbul, Amsterdam, London, Cannes, and Munich.
Oversaw a budget of over €300,000.

Relevant Publications:
Clark, Greg, Evans, Gareth, and Sarah Nemecek. City Branding and Urban Investment.
London: Urban Land Institute, 2011.
Nemecek, Sarah. Public Private Partnerships and Sustainable Urban Development. London:
Urban Land Institute, 2011.
Clark, Greg, Evans, Gareth, and Sarah Nemecek. Investing in City Centres: What Creates the
Upwards Cycle? London: Urban Land Institute, 2011.
Clark, Greg, Evans, Gareth, and Sarah Nemecek. Resilient Cities: Surviving in a New World.
London: Urban Land Institute, 2010.
Relevant Employment History:
Organization

Position(s)

Dates

Shared-Use Mobility
Center

Project Manager

6/2014Present

State of Illinois

Project Manager

1/2013 6/2014

Urban Land Institute
(ULI)

Research Association / Project Manager

9/2009 1/2013

Albert Benedict, Shared-Use Mobility Center
Project Consultant
Summary
Job Title:
Research Manager

Years of Relevant Experience: 19
Education:
□

MA. Geography, University of Akron, 1998

u B.A. Psychology and Environmental Policy,
University of Wisconsin, 1995

Basis for Selection:
Albert Benedict is the Research Manager at Shared Use Mobility Center where he is
responsible for managing several national scale projects to evaluate the opportunities and
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related economic and environmental benefits for an integrated transportation system that takes
advantage of shared use mobility. While not limited to, these opportunities are often centered
on transit first/last mile connections, integration of services at mobility hubs, low-income
communities and access to jobs. Prior to starting at SUMC, Albert worked at the Center for
Neighborhood Technology for 10 years as a Senior Planner & GIS Analyst. His work at the
Center combined his expertise in both Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and economic
development, as he has provided spatial, statistical, economic, market development and GIS
analysis for CNT’s projects in communities across the country; and his research has been used
to build sustainability strategies for cities in areas such as form based code, location efficiency,
bus rapid transit, streetcars, transit oriented development, and economic development. He has
presented at numerous professional conferences and contributed to many research projects
and publications, notable among these are: The New Transit Town: Best Practices in TransitOriented Development, by Hank Dittmar and Gloria Ohland (Island Press, 2004), Hidden in
Plain Sight: Capturing the Demand for Housing Near Transit (Federal Transit Administration,
2005), Location Efficiency Model for the Greater London Metropolitan Area and the
Walthamstow Town Centre Case Study Example (Prince’s Foundation for the Built
Environment, 2008).

Relevant Project Experience:
Transit-Oriented Development - employed location efficiency measures to modify a proposed
hybrid form-based code covering revitalization districts in Chapel Hill, NC; resulting measures
and benchmarks adopted by City Council. Developed equitable TOD Rating System with the
Dukakis Center for Urban & Regional Policy. Completed the Dane County, Wl Capital Region
Sustainable Communities Residential & Commercial BRT Market Study. Developed a National
Performance Based Transit-Oriented Development Typology Guidebook with the Center for
Transit-Oriented Development. Performed economic development and market analysis to
support TOD. Evaluated potential commercial and residential infill development opportunities
near existing/planned transit and subsequent economic impact.
Freight Movement and Cargo Oriented Development - utilized public and private data to analyze
and prepare materials outlining the economic impact of freight movement on a national and
local level. Co-developed a set of Freight Metrics to inform public policy and highlight the
benefits of intermodal freight movement and location efficiency. Responsible for the research &
analytical work for four Enterprise Zone applications to spur manufacturing & industrial
development in Chicago’s south suburbs. Engaged in local & regional economic modeling.
Community Based Planning - worked with local mayors to develop and implement lending
agreements. Created and managed GIS database utilized by elected officials, city planners, and
CDCs.

Relevant Publications:
Champaign-Urbana, IL White Street and Springfield Avenue Corridors Analysis. Center for

Neighborhood Technology, 2010.
Performance-Based Transit-Oriented Development Typology Guidebook. Center for Transit

Oriented Development, 2010.
Using GIS to Identify Location Efficient Neighborhoods. Editorial for GIS in Transportation. A
Newsletter from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). Fall 2011.
Aging in Place, Stuck Without Options: Fixing the Mobility Crisis Threatening the Baby Boom
Generation. Transportation for America, 2011.
eTOD Score: A Proposed Rating System for Equitable Transit-Oriented Development. Dukakis

Center for Urban & Regional Policy. Center for Transit Oriented Development, 2012.
Presented at TRB 2013.
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Dane County Market Demand Study: Bus Rapid Transit + Other Local Investments in Walkable
Transit Supportive Communities, 2013. Capital Area Regional Planning Commission (CARPC).
Capturing the Value of Location Efficiency for Twin Cities Households. MN Housing Finance

Agency, 2014.
America’s Freight Future: Multiple Modes, Multiple Benefits, Multiple Opportunities. Interim
Report to the US Department of Transportation. The Center for Neighborhood Technology,

2014

Relevant Employment History:
Organization

Position(s)

Dates

Shared-Use Mobility
Center

Research Manager

2/2015Present

Center for
Neighborhood
Technology

Senior Planner & GIS Analyst

2000- 1/2015

Metropolitan Strategy
Group

Community Based Planner

1998-2000
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Appendix B: Integrated Mobility Hubs

Integrated Mobility Hubs - Fact Sheet
In 2010, the cities of Los Angeles and Long Beach (Project Sponsors) in coordination with the Los Angeles
County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) submitted a grant application for funds via the
Federal Transit Administration's Jobs Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) and New Freedom programs. The
Project Sponsors requested $8.35 million in JARC funds to
implement the Los Angeles/Long Beach Integrated
Mobility Hubs Project (“the Project"). The Project aims to ^
provide new first/last mile transportation options at
0
designated mobility hub locations in the cities of
I
Los Angeles and Long Beach. These services will enhance
the accessibility of low income individuals and welfare
t ■
recipients to transit services connecting to employment
t
centers, job training sites, community colleges, and other
■.
CHfTvtfew® . vF
educational facilities. Specifically, the Project aims to
offer an integrated suite of demand-based transportation
. ' SiwitiPiuK' ;
services at several locations, called mobility hubs, in the
ss
'
‘
■
cities of Los Angeles and Long Beach.
tAts Teteyftf

>Xf

[

A mobility hub is a suite of services that offers first/last
mile multimodal solutions to link individuals from transit
to employment centers and related activities. Subject to
the completion of an operating plan, this project would
place 15 mobility hubs and approximately 100 satellite
hubs along a select number of bus stops and rail stations.
The mobility hubs will offer a variety of transportation
services, which may include secured bicycle parking,
bikesharing, shuttle/jitney service, and carsharing
services. The objectives of the Project are consistent with
the overall goals of the JARC Program, which also aims to
transport residents of urbanized areas and non-u rbanized
areas to suburban employment opportunities regardless
of their income.
The three regional districts identified in the grant
proposal for the mobility hubs pilot project are
Downtown Los Angeles, Hollywood, and Long Beach,
which have high residential density, significant low
income population density, high employment activity,
and high overall transit dependent populations. Metro
Rail stations have the highest concentration of potential
users of the mobility hub services. Mobility hubs will be
placed near Metro Rail stations with high ridership,
where adequate space is available for services, and that
would meet the JARC program's objectives. Mobility hub
locations were also evaluated based on the results of a
Transit Rider Survey, which assessed transit riders' level
of interest in mobility hubs services, as well as identified
which mobility hubs services were preferred and
ascertained the placement of potential mobility hubs
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through transit users' points of origin and destination.
The mobility hubs suite of services will offer access to a variety
of transit options through a streamlined electronic platform to
integrate the mobility hub services and provide users with real
time information for the entire suite of services available at
select Metro stations. For users without internet access or smart
phones, kiosks will be available at hubs to provide the same
real-time access to identify available services. With the
integrated platform, users will be able to make informed
decisions on ways to fulfill their first/last mile needs.

Mobility Hubs Services
❖ Mobility Hubs Locations: IS
❖ Mobility Satellite Locations: 100
❖ Bike Parking Facilities: 5
<* Bike Racks: 37
❖ Bikesharing Stations: 115
❖ Bikesharing Bicycles: 1,150
•> Long Beach City College Jitney
❖ Downtown Los Angeles Jitney
❖ Carsharing spots: 98
❖ Mobility Hubs Walk-Up Kiosks: 15

The full mobility hubs schedule includes the initial development
year (2015) as well as three years of implementation and
evaluation (2016 - 2018). An operating plan for the Project is
currently being developed and includes equipment, development, and implementation costs for each
mobility hub service (i.e., bicycle parking, bikesharing, shuttle/jitney services, carsharing, hub signage, and
information technology). Exact costs and specific location of services will be refined by Contractor proposals.

D * IF |
Shuttle/jitney, carsharing,
kiss-n-ride

/

Bike lockers, bike racks,
bike service station

y

KKf
I
Bikesharing

Satellite Stations

Security features:
lights and signage

Well-connected bike kmes

No bike lanes

Some Me tones

SATELLITE STATION 1

SATELLITE STATION 2

SATELLITE STATION 3

(Community College/
Department ofPublic Social Service)
• 51wtiier'jrtncy»m«s

• Carsharing
. Bite tackr rs/radt'Aite: ?iw station
- Biteiiwing stafre.s

(Cmphyet)
- Shuttle/jitney services
-tarslwrfng
-Bikisharing stations

(Residential Neighborhood)
■Sfcutfle/jitneyamcw
- Bikeslwring stations
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Appendix D: Three-Year Budget
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Appendix E: Detailed Timeline
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Appendix F: Tract List

Appendix A; CatEnvirnScreefi 2.Q Qualifying Census Tracts for Carshare
Percentile Range
Approx__HP
neighborhood
C£S
Carsftare Phase
Tract
54.3 96-100% (highest scores)
Phase 1 Additions
90007 Central Gty
6037224020
66-8 96-100% {highest scores)
Phase 1 Additions
90033 Central City East
60372Q6032
643 96-100% (highest scores}
90012 Chinatown
6037207102
Phase 1 Additions
61-1 96-100% (highest scores)
6037207103
Phase 1 Additions
90012 Chinatown
633 96-100% (highest scores)
Phase 1 Additions
90021 Fashion District
6037226002
533 96-100% (highest scores)
90004 Mid Wilshire
6037192610
Phase 1 Additions
90004 Mid Wilshire
55.1 96-100% {highest scores)
6037192700
Phase 1 Additions
58.7 96-100% (highest sc ores|
Phase 1 Additions
6037207502
90071 New Downtown
62.0 96-100% (highest scores)
Phase 1 Additions
90026 Westlake
50372Q8Q0Q
56.6 96-100% (highest scores]
90026 Westlake
603719S802
Phase 1 Additions
54.2 96-100% fhighest scores)
90057 Westlake
6037209401
Phase 1 Additions
553 96-100% (highest scores)
90015 Westlake
Phase 1 Additions
6037210010
54.7 96-100% (highest scores)
Phase 1 Additions
90057 Westlake
6037208401
S7.2 96-100% (highest scores)
90026 Westlake
6037208302
Phase 1 Additions
60.2 96-100% (highest scores)
Phase 1 Additions
90013 Wholesale District-Skid Row
6037206300
71,6 96-100% (highest scores)
90012 Wholesale District-Skid Row
6037206200
Phase 1 Additions
91-95%
6037207101
Phase 1 Additions
90012 Chinatown
90012 Civic Center-Little Tokyo
49.1 91-95%
6037207400
Phase 1 Additions
52.8 91-95%
6037207301
Phase I Additions
90013 Downtown
43.8 91-95%
90026 Echo Park
6037195720
Phase i Additions
49.0 91-95%
90026 Echo Park
6037197600
Phase 1 Additions
52.2 31-95%
90026 Echo Park
6037197500
Phase 1 Additions
48.7 91-95%
90026 Silver hake
603719571Q
Phase 1 Additions
6037224010
Phase 1 Additions
90015 South Park
53.0 91-95%
51.4 91-95%
6037224320
Phase 1 Additions
90015 Westlake
523 91-95%
90015 Westlake
6037224200
Phase 1 Additions
49.0 91-95%
90017 Westlake
6037209102
Phase 1 Additions
52.7 91-95%
90017 Westlake
6037209300
Phase 1 Additions
91-95%
90017 Westlake
6037209103
Phase 1 Additions
50.2 91-95%
90057 Westlake
60372088Q1
Phase 1 Additions
48.8 91-95%
90057 Westlake
6037208502
Phase 1 Additions
6037208402
Phase 1 Additions
50.0 91-95%
90026 Westlake
90004 MM Wilshire
46.2 86-90%
6037211202
Phase 1 Additions
45.3 86-90%
6037211122
Phase 1 Additions
90004 Mid Wilshire
47.6 86-90%
90004 Mid Wilshire
6037192620
Phase i Additions
47.4 86-90%
90004 MM Wilshire
6037211320
Phase 1 Additions
45,9 86-90%
90026 Westlake
603720S301
Phase 1 Additions
46A 86-90%
90026 Westlake
60372086 IQ
Phase 1 Additions
47.8 86-90%
6037208902
Phase 1 Additions
90017 Westlake
46.5 86-90%
6037224310 Phase 1 Additions
90006 Westlake
46.4 86-90%
90057 Westlake
6G372G94Q2
Phase 1 Additions
4422 86-90%
90057 Westlake
6037208903
Phase 1 Additions
44.4 86-90%
6037209200
Phase 1 Additions
9Q017 Westlake
90017 Westlake
45.6 86-90%
6037209403
Phase 1 Additions
47.6
86-90%
90006 Westlake
6037209810
Phase 1 Additions
41.9 81-85%
6037211310
Phase 1 Additions
90004 Mid Wilshire
42.6 81-85%
6037207710
Phase 1 Additions
90017 South Park
41.6 81-35%
90057 Westlake
6037208620
Phase 1 Additions
41.4 81-85%
90057 Westlake
6037208720
Phase 1 Additions
40.5 81-85%
90006 Westlake
6037209510__ Phase 1 Additions
43.0 81-85%
90006 Westlake
6037209520
Phase 1 Additions
42.5 81-85%
6037209104
Phase 1 Additions
90017 Westlake
42,6 81-85%
90057 Westlake
6037208802
Phase 1 Additions
39.8 76-80%
90004 Mid Wilshire
6037211201
Phase 1 Additions
38.0 76-80%
6037195804
Phase 1 Additions
90026 Silver Lake
38.5 76-80%
90057 Westlake
6037208710
Phase 1 Additions
38.6 76-30%
90057 Westlake
6037208904
Phase 1 Additions
38.8 76-80%
90015 Westlake
6037209820
Phase 1 Additions
36.6 76-80%
6037211120
Phase 1 Additions
90020 Westlake
667 96-100% (highest scores!
60372Q492Q
Phase 2 Additions
90023 Boyle Heights
66.2 96-100% (highest scores)
6037205120
Phase 2 Additions
90023 Boyle Heights
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6037203200

6037204300
6O372O42Q0
6037204600
6037204700
6037204820
6037204910
6037205110
60372048IQ
6Q37227010
6037231100
6037228100
6037226001
6037206050
6037206010
6037203500
6037980010
6037203100
6037203300
6037199900
6037203600
60372Q441Q
6037204420
603722460Q
6037226700
6037228220
6037228410
6Q371972QO
6037191620
6037191120
60371909Q1
6037221402
6037203720
6037226410
6037226420
603722831Q
6037197700
6037190801
6037190520
6037190902
6037191110
6037191720
6Q371910QQ
6037190510
6037221220
6037221110
6037221120
60372213Q2
6037212204
6037213401
6037213310
6037221602
603719142Q
6037191500
6037191410
6037192520
6037191301
6037221500
6037228420
6037228320
6037228500
6037228600
6037204120

Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Add it tom
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions

90033 Boyle Heights
90033 Boyle Heights
90033 Boyle Heights
90023 Soyie Heights
90023 Soyie Heights
90023 Soyie Heights
90023 Boyle Heights
90023 Boyle Heights
90023 Soyie Heights
90011 Central Qty

90007 Central Qty
90011 Central Qty
30021 Central Qty
90023 Central City East
90012 Chinatown
90033 Chinatown
90012 Echo Park
90033 £1 Sereno
90Q23 Lincoln Heights
90031 Monteeito Heights
90033 Boyle Heights
90033 Boyle Heights
90033 Boyle Heights
90007 Central Qty
90011 Central Qty
90011 Central Qty
S0011 Central Qty
90031 Echo Park
90029 Hollywood
90029 Hollywood
90038 Hollywood
90018 South Los Angeles
90033 Boyle Heights
90011 Central Qty
90011 Central Qty
90011 Central City
90012 Echo Park
90028 Hollywood
90027 Hollywood
90038 Hollywood
90027 Hollywood
9003a Hollywood
90028 Hollywood
90028 Hollywood
90006 Mid City

90006 Mid Dty
90006
90019 Mid Qty
90005 Mid Qty

Mid aty

90006 Mid City
90006 Mid Qty

90007 Mid Qty
90029 Mid Wilshire
9QQ29 Mid Wilshire

90029 Mid Wilshire
90004 Mid Wilshire
90029 Silver Lake
90(318 South Los Angeles
90011 Southeast Los Angeles
90011 Southeast Los Angeles
90011 Southeast Los Angeles
90011 Southeast las Angeles
90063 Boyle Heights

56 6
60.4
55.6
70-0
67.0
63.7
57-9
60.1
54.3
54.7
S7.4
57.9
61.9
77 8
65.2
58.6
57.4

96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scenes,)
96-100% ^highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% {highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
96-100% (highest scores)
55.7 96-100% (highest scores)
62.0 96-100% {highest scores)
50.5 91-95%
53.1 91-95%
52.0 91-95%
5313 91-95%
50.6 91-95%
52.6 91-95%
51.7 91-95%
50.8 91-95%
52.9 91-95%
53.2 91-95%
48.3 91-95%
49.8 91-95%
47.5 86-90%
46.3 86-90%
473 86-90%
473 86-90%
47.5 86-90%
463 86-90%
44.0 86-90%
43.5 86-90%
44.6 86-90%
45.7 86-90%
44.6 86-90%
45.4 86-90%
45.0 86-90%
45.6 86-90%
45.2 86-90%
43.9 86-90%
44.2 86-90%
453 86-90%
45.1 86-90%
46.4 86-90%
47,7 86-90%
46 8 86-90%
47.6 86-90%
46.0 86-90%
45.6 86-90%
433 86-90%
47.9 86-90%
45.8 86-90%
47.7 86-90%
45.4 86-90%
433 81-85%
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6037227020
6037191610
6037191710
6037212202
6037213402
6037213320
6037221304
6037191201
6037191204
6037191203
6037204110
6037203900
6037228210
6037197300
60371903Q1
6037212203
6037213201
6037213202
6037221303
6037212305

Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions
Phase 2 Additions

90011 Central City
90029 Hollywood
90038 Hollywood

90005 Mid Qty
90006 Mid City
90006 Mid Qty
90019 Mid Qty
90027 Mid Wilshire
90029 Mid Wilshire
90029 Mid Wilshire
90063 Boyle Heights
90063 Boyle Heights
90011 Central City
90026 Echo Park
90P28 Hollywood
90005 Mid Oty
90006 Mid Gty
90006 Mid City
90006 Mid Gty

90005 Mid Wilshire

40 9 81-8596
41.9 81-85%
40 2 81-85%
41.1 81-85%
40.0 81-85%
42.6 81-85%
42.4 81-85%
41,8 81-85%
425 81-85%
43.4 81-85%
3S5 76-80%
393 76-80%
39.7 76-80%
37.9 76-80%
36.8 76-80%
39.6 7ErSQ%
37.9 76-80%
37.2 76-80%
39JZ 76-80%
37.2 76-80%
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Appendix G: Summary of Phase Areas

Summary Table of Disadvantaged Community Census Tracts (as listed in Appendix Fjj considered for Phase One, Phase Two, and Future Phases

Count
of Square
Tracts Mites

Avg & population
% Eligible
% Change
CES below 2x fed.
■Workers
Total Population Population
Score poverty level* Unemployed* Population
2013 2010-2013 Households

VeWdes
Aggregate
per
Vehicles Household

Phase

CES
Percentile

Phase 1

76-30%

6

0.6

55.3

9.7

2i,fias

20.892

U.7t

8,278

7,868

1.0

Phase 1

81-8531

8

0.9

42.0

65.9

12.3

2S,998

2S,929

(0.3)

10,226

7,334

0.7

Phase 1

86-90%

13

1.1

46.2

67.9

14.0

40,136

39,339

iML

13,107

6,374

0.5

Phase 1

91-95%

16

25

304

704

12.4

52,722

53,255

1.0

19,913

17,040

09

Phase 1

96-100%

16

41

394

75.1

16.7

61,053

58,302

(4.511

2X614

15,797

07

Phase 2

7€eS0%

10

1.4

38.3

65,1

11.3

34,661

35,133

1.4

12,104

1X329

1.0

Phase 2

81-85%

11

1.5

41.8

62.3

12.8

37,676

36,637

iXZli

12,329

13,828

1.1

Phase 2

86-90%

30

4.4

45.8

684

12.6

1.17,649

121,312

3.1

36,556

38,181

1.0

Phase 2

91-95%

12

2.2

5125

6T.5

12.9

46,337

45,286

(2.3)

12,575

15,437

1.2

Phase 2

96-100%

22

83

61.6

68.6

13.9

75,472

74,973

(0.7)

18.355

24,308

’Based on CalEntdro Screen 2.0 weighted by tract population
!
Households. Aggregate Vehicles and Population 2013 based on ACS 2013 Tract Data

Appendix H: Letters of Support from Nonprofits
Shared-Use Mobility Center
Coalition for Clean Air
Communities for a Better Environment
East LA Community Corporation
LA Mas
Korean Immigrant Workers Alliance (KIWA)
Move LA
PATH Ventures
T.R.U.S.T. South LA

EXHIBIT E
Grantee Application Package with Payee Data Record (STD. 204)
Attachment Six: Payee Data Record

PAVLi DATA RECORD
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Exhibit E
Application

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
California Environmental Protection Agency
AIR RESOURCES BOARD
MSCD/!SB/AQIP_97 (Rev. 08/13)

APPLICATION
Print clearly or type all information on this application.
1. Project: L.A. Leading by Example: Partnering to Pilot EV Carsharing in Disadvantaged
1
Communities
2. Company Name: City of Los Angeles, Office of L.A. Mayor Eric Garcetti
3. Business Type: City Government
4. Contact Name and Title: Matt Petersen, Chief Sustainability Officer
5. Person with Contract Signing Authority (if different from above)/Air Pollution Control Officer (APCO);
6. Mailing Address and Contact information: 200 N. Spring Street, Room 1725,
Street:
City: Los Angeles.

State: CA.

Phone:(213)922-9778

Zip Code: 90012

Fax:

E-mail: Matt.Petersen@lacity.org
X I have read and understood the terms and conditions of the Sample Grant Agreement.

I hereby certify under penalty of perjury that all information provided in thisapplication
and any attachments are true and correct._____________________________________
Printed'Mame of Responsible Party or APCO:
Matt Petersen

Title: Chief Sustainability Officer

Sign satire cj f Responsible Party or APCO:

Date: April 8, 2015

Third Party Certification (if applicable)
] have completed the application, in whole or in part, on behalf of theapplicant.
Printed Name of Third Party: Shared Use Mobility
Center (SUMC)

Title: Sarah Nemecek, Project Manager

Signature of Thii■d'^arty:
Amount Beipg" 'aid for Application Cofnpletion ii
Whole or Part:

Source of Funding to third Party: Grant
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